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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the Department of Defense (DoD) has

been faced with the problem of procuring high-cost, sophis-

ticated equipment and weapon systems within the limits of an

eroding defense dollar and ever tightening budgetary con-

straints.

Inflation and the cost of high technology have made

the difficult problem of maintaining technical and military

superiority even more challenging. Efforts by DoD over the

past two decades to cut costs and, at the same time, buy what

is needed have percipitated the development of many new

procurement concepts (13:14,15; 18:2-21; 23). One of partic-

ular importance is the concept of Life Cycle Costing (LCC)

(18:4-6). This concept developed out of an awareness within

DoD that the award of a contract based on the lowest price

per item is not necessarily the cheapest. That is, consid-

eration of the research and development (R&D) and production

costs alone is not sufficient. Operations, maintenance and

support costs that extend over the life of the item must also

be included in the cost to realize the complete life cycle

cost of that item (3:3; 11:12-21; 18:2-21; 24).

To motivate contractors to embrace this concept and
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thereby build a more reliable product, different types of

contractual incentives have been used (5:1-5; 11:18-21; 24).

Most recently a great deal of interest has been directed

toward the use of warranties. Under the warranty concept,

an attempt is made to motivate the contractor to provide not

only a better product through improved R&D, but also to

provide improvements over the life of the product. As a

result, the contractor is encouraged to continue to improve

the reliability and maintainability after production to

increase his profits (6:3; 23:1).

In the past, warranties were used in DoD primarily

for the procurement of small off-the-shelf items. Their use,

however, is becoming much more important in the acquisition

of new complex systems. In the late 1970's, one Slay policy

letter (23:1) directed DoD procurement agencies to explore

the use of commercial contracting practices and implement

them into the acquisition process.

Under this direction, the Deputy for Propulsion,

Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) instituted an indepth

study of commercial airline engine acquisition practices.

As a result of these studies, several procurement methods

were targeted for further study and implementation. Para-

mount among these was the application of warranties to turbine

engine acquisition (15; 25).

However, for ASD to effectively negotiate a warranty,

the engine life cycle cost of a system under warranty must be
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estimated. Establishing such an estimate should be an inte-

gral part of the negotiation process which will provide the

necessary information to measure the tradeoffs between the

cost and the benefits of a contract assurance. Unfortunately,

an instrument capable of producing such cost estimates for

turbine engines under warranty was currently not available

to the turbine engine acquisition community (15; 25).

Problem Statement

ASD contract specialists are unable to effectively

negotiate engine warranties because the information outlining

anticipated warranty costs is not readily available. Current

operation and support (O&S) cost data do not provide this

information. As a result, the Air Force's ability to encour-

age contractors to improve engine reliability, maintainability

and availability is seriously impaired.

Justification

Although the use of warranties for procurement of

turbine engines within the Air Force is still in the develop-

ment stage, they have been used by commercial airlines for

many years. Turbine engine procurement under warranty has

proven very successful in reducing operation and support costs

of the major airlines (12:1-25). In order to provide the Air

Force with similar cost savings, in 1978 General Alton D. Slay,

Commander, Air Force Systems Conand, directed that greater

emphasis be placed on commercial practices, specifically the

effective use of cost reducing incentives (23:1).
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In 1981, Frank C. Carlucci, Deputy Secretary of

Defense, re-emphasized the need to improve and update the

acquisition process in DoD (10:3). His directive again iden-

tified the procurement approaches needed to incentivize con-

tractors to attain reliability and maintainability goals and

reduce maintenance, manpower and skill levels. He re-empha-

sized that the procurement process should include such in-

centives as guarantees and warranties for improving the reli-

ability of a procurement item.

As a result of these directives, the Air Force is now

in the process of developing warranties for turbine engine

acquisition. However, as has already been mentioned, to

effectively negotiate such warranties a competent decision

support system must be developed to supply contract special-

ists with the specific warranty data they neea during source

selection negotiation. The purpose of this thesis was to

develop such a decision support system.

Objectives and Goals

Primary Objective

To assist the Propulsion System Program Office in the

process of effectively negotiating turbine engine warranties,

the researchers primary objective was to develop a decision

support system that would adequately assess life cycle cost

in light of warranty applications. The system had to be trans-

parent to the decision authority and provide only required

and relevant information.
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Goal One

To develop this system the researchers first deter-

mined the information necessary to assess the cost effective-

ness of a warranty application. This involved identifying

the elements that were needed to effectively assess cost

benefits of warranties and developing a logical delivery format

for the information and selection of parameters for sensitivity

analysis.

Goal Two

The researchers then selected a simulation language

which was appropriate for use by ASD/YZ and then constructed

a simulation model for assessing the turbine engine life cycle

costs under a warranty.

Goal Three

Once the model was verified and validated the re-

searchers employed statistical technology to analyze simulated

data and to produce the information Propulsion negotiators

and support personnel need to effectively negotiate turbine

engine warranties.
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CHAPTER II

WARRANTY BACKGROUND

In both the government and commercial sectors of the

American economy there is a strong and growing interest in

theory, policies and procedures for assuring that products

and services conform to the quality and reliability require-

ments of consumers. This interest was stimulated by a growing

awareness of the social and economic costs to the public and

to the government of inferior quality (24:16,20). Obviously,

product quality and reliability are of major concern to the

Department of Defense (DoD) which buys vast quantities of

supplies and weapon systems.

This concern for higher quality and reliability, plus

the ever increasing constraints on defense spending over the

past two decades are two major factors that have influenced

DoD to begin developing contract quality and reliability

assurances for use in the procurement process (20:3-4). Most

important among these assurances is the development and use

of product warranties and guarantees (10:166). The basic

assumption behind a product warranty or guarantee is that the

vendor will be motivated to initially develop a quality

product and then continue to improve the maintainability and

reliability over its useful life. Thus, the responsibility

6



for the overall quality of the product remains with the con-

tractor (3:17-19; 17:36-41; 20:25-28; 24).

Currently within DoD procurement there is an intense

activity to develop and apply warranties and guarantees.

The majority of the development work, however, has focused

primarily on the design of contract clauses and restrictions

to be included in the contract. The ability to support these

clauses with data that includes the tradeoff or breakeven

point between benefits gained and costs incurred is presently

not a part of the decision process. The breakeven point,

however, can be determined by comparing the warranty front

end cost with product performance over time (3:15-18; 19:7).

As Figure 2-1 illustrates, the front end cost of a warranty

is the additional cost to insure improved product performance.

The performance improvements include reliability improvements

(4:71) that occur over the life of the product such as a

reduction in manhours, parts usage rates, shipping and other

related expenses. The ability to estimate and compare the

life cycle cost of a product with and without a warranty

provide the capability to determine the breakeven point. The

breakeven estimate is the point in time when the accumulated

cost curve due to improved reliability of the product under

warranty and the same curve for the non-warranty option are

equal (3:18; 19:9).
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COST Product and O&M Cost
Without Warranty

Product and O&M Cost
With Warranty

Breakeven
Point

Cost
of

Warranty

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Time/Year

Figure 2-1 Breakeven Point

General Definition of Warranty

Nearly everyone has encountered warranties in some

form. They range from the implied warranty received with the

purchase of a toaster, to the complex reliability and per-

formance improvement warranties used in buying equipment for

the armed forces and commercial industries. To adequately

discuss this subject, a uniform base of definitions is needed.

A warranty can be defined as an agreement between the

purchaser and seller affording protection against "unidenti-

fiable defects in the supplies or services provided by the

seller and to limit the liability of the seller [1:91." Ir

effect, the warranty is actually the contractual link between

8



the consumer and vendor both during and after contract com-

pletion.

General Types of Assurances

The Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) is used by the

United States Government as a guide in warranty application.

Two types of warranties exist within the confines of UCC.

The first is the implied warranty where the seller is pro-

viding "merchantable goods which are to be used for the

purpose known to both buyer and seller [1:10]."

In the second, the expressed warranty, the parameters

of performance, reliability or other measures are accurately

described in some manner of documentation (1:10). It is the

expressed warranty with which we concerned ourselves as this

is the type currently in use and proposed for future-use by

the Air Force in acquisition programs.

In addition to warranties, guarantees are also used

to provide similar assurances. In general usage, the terms

warranty and guarantee may be considered as synonymous.

However, for the purposes of this thesis, the following

operational definitions were established.

Warranty

A warranty is intended to apply to hardware on a per

unit basis. An example would be a specific engine by serial

number and the parts on that engine such as fans, rotor and

frames. The warranty is usually characterized by negative

incentives such as a dollar penalty for less than agreed to

9



life lengths (2:2-26).

Because of its diversity, the expressed warranty is

most commonly used warranty in DoD procurement. A wide

variety of options mzv be incorporated within this warranty.

These may range from maximum operation costs of a system over

a period of time to the reliability of a specific part.

One of the first and most basic expressed warranty

options used in government procurement was the Correction of

Deficiency Clause. This clause was and is used as a bridge

between the implied and the expressed warranty and is one of

the original attempts at holding the contractor responsible

for his product. This option requires the contractor to

correct or repair defects discovered in items delivered to

the government under that contract. The general thrust is to

insure that design, workmanship and material quality are

maintained at an acceptable level (3:31; 14).

As expressed warranty application techniques began

to mature and expand within the government, other options

were usec. Three of the most commonly applied clauses or

options within the expressed warranty are the standard clause,

the ultimate life clause and the service clause.

The standard clause, commonly referred to as the

"failure free warranty," is designed to provide protection

for the consumer against defects in material, workmanship and

design (20:2-26). The level of protection is expressly

defined in the contract and includes the reparation require-
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ments.

The life limited clause, known as the ultimate life

warranty, places the burden of designing parts to last a

scecified lifetime on the contractor. The strength of this

warranty is tied to the penalty for less than agreed life

limits exzerienced by the parts (20:2-26).

The final option discussed here is the service clause.

Just as the design and manufacture of a product requires

:uaiitv assurances, so does the rework or maintenance of that

product. The service warranty is simply the assurance by the

maintenance or repair organization that the work done is of

the expected and agreed to quality (20:2-26).

Guarantee

Along with the maturation of expressed warranties,

guarantees also grew to be an important part of contractor

assurances. However, as opposed to warranty, a guarantee

applies to the aggregate population. This type of assurance

applies to the shop visit rate or other levels of performance

for the entire engine fleet. The guarantee may have either

negative or positive incentives attached. These incentives

may be a reward for better performance and a penalty for poor

performance. Two of the more generally used options within

a guarantee are the maximum parts cost guarantee and the

reliability guarantee (2:2-26).

Within the context of the maximum parts cost guar-

antee, the contractor predetermines the operation and main-
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tenance costs of an item and guarantees that these costs will

not be exceeded. This guarantee takes into account the cost

of replacing failed parts and includes positive incentives

for lower per hour costs (2:2-26).

Whereas the maximum parts cost guarantee is an assur-

ance that certain costs will not be exceeded, the reliability

guarantee is an assurance of item reliability. The reli-

ability of the item is measured by the average time or mean

time between failures (MTBF). This guarantee is designed to

place a requirement for an expected level of reliability, as

measured by the MTBF. on the contractor.

Warranty and Guarantee Application

Over the past two decades DoD has developed and used

warranties and guarantees for procurement. However, the use

of the full range of contractual assurances has not been

applied as rapidly as compared to civilian purchasers. This

is particularly true for the purchase of major complex weapon

systems, including aircraft turbine engines (8:4-6; 12:4,26).

Commercial Airline Contract Assurances

For a number of years commercial airlines have enjoyed

the oenefits of contractor assurances including warranties and

guarantees for turbine engines. They have developed methods

and organizations to both negotiate and administer the many

aspects of these assurances. One major development is the

concept of complete or total package procurement (TPP) (8:36).

Under this concept the airlines contract for the

12



engine and all supporting portions of the propulsion system

such as technical data, support equipment and other assorted

items as a complete package. There is one cost for the enjine,

and implicit in the cost is the knowledge that the engine will

be provided to specification with all necessary equipment and

contract assurances. The emphasis of TPP is that a single

price is proposed, and included in that price are all neces-

sary assurances and equipment. None of the items are con-

tracted for separately (12:4,25-36).

Civilian vs Military Engine Procurement

DoD is not in a position to include assurances in its

procurement process as extensive as those included in the TPP.

Obviously, mission requirements put the government at a

disadvantage when trying to apply the more inclusive type

warranties (12:3-5; 16:45-67). Two major disadvantages for

DoD when negotiating a turbine engine warranty include the

inability of the contractor to predict engine usage parameters

and the restriction placed on DoD negotiators putting them in

a less competitive position (22).

Engine Usage (Civilian vs Military)

An estimate of turbine engine reliability in the

commercial airlines is easily determined and monitored. In

commercial flying rarely are normal engine operating limita-

tions pressed or exceeded. The operating environment of the

engine is steady and predicta.le, making it comparatively

simple for the manufacturer to study the operation and main-
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tenance procedures and thus specify the warranty parameters

(12:4,26-28).

In contrast, Air Force contractors have difficulty

in closely predicting the scale and variety of parameters of

an engine when used in a fighter type aircraft. Because of

the Air Force mission, this engine has a much higher prob-

ability of pressing or exceeding normal operating limita-

tions thus making estimates of engine reliability rates

difficult. This problem has made contractors skeptical and

in most cases made both the military and the contractor

unwilling to consider a warranty (15).

Procurement Methods (Civilian vs Military)

The second major advantage airlines have in buying

an engine under warranty involves the procurement methods

they may use. The commercial airlines enter all negotiations

in the true spirit of free enterprise. They may bargain and

barter with the supplier and in effect auction the price down.

In its purest sense this is true competition (8:1-10; 12:5-17).

The Air Force, on the other hand, is restricted to a

less than competitive position by the Defense Acquistion

Regulation (DAR) (22). This document restricts the Air Force

from bartering or auctioning down the price of a contract,

and overall, limits the latitude the Air Force has in the

entire negotiation process. These restrictions have histor-

ically made the up front cost of a warranty too expensive.

For these two reasons, warranties and similar type
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assurances were not used by the Air Force for many years.

However, in the late 1960's and through the 1970's, the

defense dollar began to shrink. With a tightening defense

budget, DoD began to look more closely at its acquisition

process in order to meet its needs. The Air Force and other

defense organizations began to realize that operations costs

were as much or more of the total life cycle cost of the

item as were the acquisition costs. Studies proliferated in

the areas of cost analysis, life cycle cost and cost/benefit

tradeoffs with the idea of applying contractor assurances

wherever possible. One result of these studies was the

recognition of the commercial success of warranty application

for turbine engine procurement (25). The possibility of using

contractor assurances such as warranties and guarantees began

to appear to be a viable option for acquiring the high cost

turbine engine technology needed to meet the needs of the Air

Force.

Development of ASD Contract Assurances

In December 1978, General Alton D. Slay, Commander of

Air Force Systems Command, directed that "more effective...

cost incentives" be used in acquisition of weapon systems

(23:1). This directive was interpreted, in part, to include

the use of warranties for all major system and subsystem

procurement (15). General Slay's policy letter initiated

many acquisition concept studies by Air Force organizations

that were involved with developing and buying weapon systems.
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Included among these studies were those done by the Deputy

for Propulsion of the Aeronautical Systems Division for

turbine engine warranty application (15).

In addition to the Slay directive, emphasis for the

need of contractor assurances was provided by the Carlucci

initiatives in 1981. Initiative number 16 re-emphasizes the

need for "contractor incentives to improve reliability and

support [7:3]." This was interpreted to be high level

reinforcement and administrative encouragement of the action

already taken by the turbine engine acquisition organization

(15). The contractor assurances under development were

specifically directed at improving system reliability and

reducing support costs. Both the Carlucci initiatives and

the Slay policy letter have provided the direction for devel-

oping innovative and cost reducing procurement methods. The

emphasis in both directives is on increasing system reliability

and support with heightened contractor involvement.

Following the Slay and Carlucci directives the inter-

est in developing contractor assurances such as warranties grew

rapidly within ASD. They realized, however, that they knew

very little about the subject; and, as a result, several

studies were conducted. These studies included a review of

contract assurances used by Delta, Eastern and United Airlines

and those used by turbine engine manufacturers including

General Electric, Pratt and Whitney and Rolls Royce. This

initial research was a major step forward in developing a
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commercial type warranty/guarantee package. It was important

because it provided ASD with an indepth view of the manu-

facturers responsibility for the life cycle performance of

his product and how this responsibility was carried forward

by the use of warranties. The interest in engine warranties

in the Air Force has continued to increase with the develop-

ment of new methods of warranty/guarantee application and

the modification of existing commercial contractor assurances

(25).

Warranty and Guarantee Benefits

The airlines have experienced a great deal of success

with turbine engine warranties. Through their use, engine

reliability has increased thru providing the airlines with

savings over the life of the engine. The airlines found that

as the cost of a warranty increased so did the reliability of

the engine and that over time this higher reliability resulted

in savings (12:4,26-37).

With the success the commercial airlines have had with

warranties and guarantees, the question still remains as to

whether or not these types of assurances can be developed for

use by ASD; and, if so, what benefits will be gained. In

response to these questions, it was proposed that contract

assurances similar to those used by the airlines could be

developed and that a contract package, including both warrant-

ies and guarantees, would provide three general improvements

to the Air Force turbine engine acquisition program (12:26-37;
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15; 26).

First, it would improve the reliability of the

product. Based upon the reliability improvements realized

by the airlines, if similar type assurances were developed

and properly negotiated, product reliability should improve

at a savings to the Air Force.

Second, a warranty would fix the cost of ownership.

This means it would specifically outline the vendors respon-

sibility for product costs during and after production and

place ceilings on the different life cycle costs of the

engine. These cost ceilings would apply during the early

stages of procurement when the vendor is supplying training

and equipment while the government is establishing self

sufficiency. It would also include a ceiling on government

operation costs and, most important, place a ceiling on the

cost of spare parts to support the operation of the system

(12:26-37; 15; 25).

Finally, warranties would reduce the cost of engine

ownership. Just as good design leads to a good product,

continuing design work combined with historical operating

data could provide further improvement. Through design

improvements overall system life and reliability would

increase, and the engine shop visit rate would decrease

providing more savings to the government (12:26-37; 15; 25).

Hopefully, this brief look at the general functions

of a warranty or guarantee in turbine engine procurement has
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provided a basic understanding of how a warranty would be

applied within the turbine engine acquisition community, and

what benefits would be obtained. To understand the environ-

ment in which warranties and guarantees are negotiated, it

will now be necessary to look at the acquisition cycle for

a system, the process of contract negotiations within the

cycle, and the time phasing for applying a warranty.

System Acquisition Cycle

Illustrated in Figure 2-2 is the four-phase system

acquisition process. It includes the conceptual, validation

and demonstration, full scale engineering development, and

production and deployment phases (21:17-30).

*Negotiation Process

Full Scale
Conceptual Validation & Engineering Production &

Phase Demonstration Development Deployment
Phase Phase Phase

* * * 1* * **

Source
Selection

Multiple Sole
Sources Source

Competition No Competition

Figure 2-2 Four-Phase System Acquisition Process

Within the first phase, the need for a new system is

identified. Initial research is done to define the system
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that will best meet the need which is followed by the

definition of the base line requirements for such a system.

The acquisition process then moves into the validation

and demonstration phase. Those systems that have met the

base line requirements are further studied. Within this phase,

system requirements are more closely identified and defined.

This narrows the field to perhaps two or three contractors

whose designs meet the specifications. Prototypes may be

developed to demonstrate the validity of the particular design

for meeting the government's need. At the end of this phase,

one design is selected for full scale development (10:574).

In the full scale engineering development phase, the

selected design is developed in even more detail then in

previous phases. Also, specifics for further system develop-

ment and construction are worked out, and the production

contracts are formalized (10:575). With the system in detail

form and the contract for production finalized, the system

then moves into the final phase (10:575).

Just as it states, within the production and deploy-

ment phase, the new system goes into production and is

distributed to the user (10:575). Also throughout the phase,

follow-on production may be contracted and engineering

improvements may continue during the production and use of

the product.

Contract negotiations occur during all four phases of

the acquisition process (10:562). From the conceptual phase,
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where many proposals may be considered, to the development

and production phases of the final system, where only one

proposal is considered, contracts may be negotiated and

renegotiated as the system develops or as changes occur. The

nature of this negotiation process is discussed in the next

section.

The Negotiation Process

When the need for a new weapon system is identified

and initial acquisition funds are allocated, the government

prepares a Request for Proposal and submits this document to

interested contractors. The contractors respond to the

request by designing a system that meets government specifi-

cations and submit their proposal to the government. These

proposals are reviewed by government contract negotiators and

technical support personnel; and the -ource selection process

begins.

The technical support team composed of engineers,

logisticians, budgeteers and managers evaluate each contractor

proposal. For an initial or intermediate contract, in the

conceptual or validation phase, members of the team interact

with contractors to clarify any differences between the

contractors' proposal and government specifications. Each

proposal is rated according to how well it meets the government

specifications. Those that are close to the anticipated cost,

and can meet the system requirements, enter the negotiation

and bargaining phase of the negotiation process (25).
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There are four main groups of people involved in the

negotiation and bargaining process. They are: the government

negotiators, the contractor negotiators, the government

support team, and the contractor support team (25). The

bargaining process in which these people are involved can be

considered a serious complicated game of proposals and

counter proposals. In the bargaining game, only the negotiators

are allowed to talk to each other. These people are familiar

with the rules and strategy of the game but not with the

tfchnical specifics of the product. It is the responsibility

of each of the support groups to continually provide the

technical information needed for effective negotiation (22:148).

Hopefully, through the bargaining process, a proposal

will be made that is acceptable to both the government and the

contractor. That proposal then becomes an agreement between

the government and contractor. The final authority, however,

for source selection decision is that person designated by

law or policy to be the final decision point. This person

will make, on recommendation of the proposal evaluation and

agreement, a decision on the winning contract (22:149).

This summary of the negotiation process indicates

the general intent of the negotiation sequence. It should

be clear that for a warranty evaluation the evaluators are

in fact the support group. They are the logisticians,

contract buyers and program controllers who arp most familiar

with the process itself. However, it is the negotiator alone
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who is aware of the rules and must develop the overall

negotiation process.

W.arranty Application

Having looked at the negotiation process itself, the

next question is when is the warranty negotiation started

during a system life cycle? The simple answer to this ques-

tion is that the warranty can be applied either early or late

in the acquisition process (16:4-5). A look at each, with

their benefits and drawbacks is necessary.

As an example of early application, we assume that

the acquisition process is at the point when the government

is considering several contracts and is in a fairly good

negotiating position. Most likely warranty negotiation would

occur during source selection, where all the contract proposals

are under consideration. With several contractors bidding

against each other, the government would have the advantage

of obtaining a relatively good price under acceptable condi-

tions. The only serious drawback would be that it is early

in the program and engine specifications are not well known.

This makes actual price level setting more difficult.

If a warranty is negotiated during the development

and production phases, it is considered a late application.

The main advantage of such an application would be that the

hardware would have already been developed and firm data

would be available on failures and reliability. However, a

strong disadvantage to such an application is that only one
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contractor would be available to negotiate the contract,

placing the government in a relatively poor negotiating

position (15; 25).

Once the decision of time phasing has been made, the

next step is to provide the information required for actual

negotiation of a warranty. The entire information base can

be constructed from three pieces of information. The first

is the total life cycle cost without the additional costs of

warranty. The second is the life cycle cost with a warranty

option and the third is a comparative analysis of each, thus

providing the breakeven point (15; 25). The breakeven point,

as previously defined, is the point in time when the cost/

benefits of the warranty and non-warranty option are equal.

Therefore, by knowing the two LCC estimates and the breakeven

point it is possible to determine whether a warranty will

provide protection for the government or be a waste of fede:al

funds. Simply stated, if the breakeven point occurs before

the end of the systems life cycle, the application will be

favorable to the government.

The data used to analyze the costs and benefits of a

warranty are provided by both the government and the contractor.

Contractor supplied lata have been the backbone of government

acquisition work for a number of years (15). The development

work done by the contractor is extensive and specifically

directed towards providing data in a form necessary for cost

analysis. It is assumed that the data supplied in a proposal
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will not be biased as the competition and contractual factors

of a negotiation tend to keep the contractor within bounds to

protect himself and also gain the contract.

Under the assumption that all data necessary are

available from the contractor, there exists a need to assim-

ilate that data into information to support the decision

process. ASD has developed a large data base for the appli-

cation of turbine engine warranties and guarantees without

fully assessing LCC and breakeven points. Remedying this

serious deficiency in the warranty application process was

the target of this thesis. The researchers attempted to

develop and implement a decision support system that assesses

the warranty breakeven point and provides the information

necessary to negotiate a turbine engine warranty.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

This chapter illustrates, in detail, the route or

methodology used to accomplish the objective and goals of

this research effort. It outlines a three stage process

which allowed the researchers to produce a decision support

system (DSS) that would assist in the evaluation of engine

warranty options.

The first stage involved working with the ASD Pro-

pulsion SPO to conceptualize the O&S system and to identify

the elements that define and bound the system. During the

second stage an experimental design was developed, which

required the creation of a simulation model of the O&S sys-

tem, verification and validation of the computer model, and

sensitivity analysis concerning how various model parameters

effect O&S system behavior. The final stage involved the

integration of the simulation model into the decision support

system (DSS).

Conceotualization

Engine Operations and Support System

As previously indicated, the purpose of this research

effort is to provide the Propulsion Deputate with a tool for

evaluating the cost tradeoffs between warranty and non-war-
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ranty options for engine procurement. To meet this objec-

tive, the researchers needed to gain a thorough understandin,

of the components of the O&S system as well as understand

their interactions.

System Boundaries and Definition. To gain the in-

sight and background necessary to effectively analyze and

model an engine O&S system, the researchers consulted with

logisticians and contracting personnel (15; 25) in ASD/YZ.

Their experience and expertise with the O&S environment as

well as their previous involvement with engine LCC models,

provided the basic framework for an analysis of the system.

Initial studies indicated that the engine O&S sys-

tem could be modeled as the interaction of two major subsys-

tems, engine operations and engine support, as shown in

Figure 3-1.

Operation Spport

Parts

Figure 3-1 Engine O&S System
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[2
This division requires an engine be in use within

the engine operations subsystem or in some state of repair

within the engine support subsystem. Procurement events for

such items as aircraft, engine, LRUs and SRUs are considered

elements of the external environment.

Engine operations involve the day to day routine of

deploying and flying aircraft. When an engine fails within

the operation subsystem, it enters the support subsystem

where it is repaired and returned to operation. These two

subsystems are further broken down into interrelated pro-

cesses which identify more specifically the system boundary

and provides a flow for engine operation and support activi-

ties.

Engine Operation. The activities within the

engine operation subsystem are shown in Figure 3-2.

Aircraft are procured outside the bounds of the

O&S system and enter the operations subsystem following a

predetermined deployment schedule. When aircraft become

operational, sets of additional engine support equipment are

also deployed based on the number of aircraft at each base.

As each engine first enters the inventory it is

scheduled for regular inspections determined by engine oper-

ating time. An inspection may also occur because of an engine

malfunction. Following each inspection the engine either

remains in operation or enters the support subsystem for repair.
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Figure 3-2 Engine Operations Subsystem

Engine improvement modifications also occur

throughout the engine's life cycle. These modifications are

directed by TCTOs to be completed within a certain time

period. To meet the timing criteria, modifications are

completed when an engine is down for repair; otherwise, the

engine is removed specifically for modification. All TCTO

engine modifications are accomplished in the engine support

subsystem.

The engine operation subsystem discussed here

identifies the routine engine activities. However, when an

engine fails an inspection, or is removed for a modification,
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it then enters the engine support subsystem for repair or

compliance to the TCTO.

Engine Support. The maintenance activities within

the support subsystem are a function of the failure probabil-

ities of all engine components. The failure probability for

each component is determined jointly by the manufacturer and

the government and is used within the engine support subsystem

to project engine failure and the associated maintenance

activities and costs for repair. Engine repair within the

support subsystem involves three distinct repair processes:

the repair of line replaceable units (LRUs); the repair of

shop replaceable units (SRUs); and major engine damage repair

as shown in Figure 3-3.

Aircraft Spare
Procured Engines

Procured

External Environment

Engine Operations and Support
Environment

Engine Operations i Engine Support
Subsystem I Subsystem

LRtsPure SRU Maror

Figure 3-3 Engine Support Susystem
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Line Replaceable Units (LRUs). An LRU is

described as a remove and replace item. It is an external

engine component that is easily accessed by maintenance

personnel and can be replaced on the flightline without

removing the engine from the aircraft. Examples of LRUs on

the FI01 engine are shown in Table 3-1 and Figure 3-4 illus-

trates the maintenance flow for a failed LRU.

TABLE 3-1

LRUs (FlOl Engine)

Engine Control Unit

Fuel Unit

Hydraulic Pump

Oil Pump

Anti-Icing

Alternator

Two conditions may exist when an LRU failure

results in an inspection of an engine. Either the engine

failure is initially determined as an LRU malfunction and the

engine is repaired on the flightline, or the cause of the

engine failure is unknown and the engine is removed for tear-

down and repair. In the latter case, LRU failure is determined

after teardown. The LRU is removed and replaced, and the

repaired engine is sent to the spares engine pool. In both

circumstances, the defective LRU is sent to depot for repair.

If repaired, the unit is returned to the spares pool. If

condemned, a replacement unit is procured from outside the O&S
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system and enters the engine support subsystem through the

spares pool.

Shop Replaceable Units (SRUs). In contrast

to LRUs which can be removed and replaced on the flightline,

SRUs are major internal engine components that require engine

teardown for replacement. Table 3-2 is a listing of some of

the SRUs in the F101 engine. The maintenance cycle for an

SRU is shown in Figure 3-5.

TABLE 3-2

SRUs (FlOl Engine)

Front Frame

Engine Inlet Gearbox

Accessory Gearbox

Combustor

Turbine Frame

Augmenter

Exhaust Nozzle

As illustrated, if the reason for failure is

unknown the engine is removed for teardown. If it is deter-

mined that an SRU has caused the malfunction, the unit is

removed and replaced and the engine is returned to the spare

engine pool.

The damaged SRU is sent to the intermediate

base shop or depot for repair. Whether the unit is repaired

at the intermediate or depot level is determined by one or

more of three basic criteria. They include, the repair time,
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the workload at each level, and the type of support equipment

necessary for repair. For example, the repair of a particular

SRU may require a heavy press or specialized equipment. The

intermediate repair shop at the base level may not have the

specialized equipment or is backed up by a heavy workload.

Under these circumstances, the unit would be sent to depot

for repair. Also, a depot repair would result if process

manhours are too high for the intermediate shop. SRUs repaired

at both levels are returned to the spares pool.

If a damaged SRU is not reparable at either

level it is condemned and a new unit is procured. As with

the LRUs, SRUs are also procured from outside the O&S system

and enter the engine support subsystem through the SRU spares

pool.

While both LRU and SRUs are removed and re-

placed at the base level, LRUs are repaired at the depot level

and SRU repair can be made at either the intermediate base or

depot level. The final area of repair is for major engine

damage.

Major Engine Damage. Major damage is defined

as damage not reparable by LRU or SRU replacement. Shown in

Figure 3-6, when major engine damage occurs, the engine is

removed and set to depot for repair. The repaired engine is

then returned to the engine spares pool.

Engine replacements required to maintain the

desired spares level are procured in the initial engine pur-
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chase agreement. The engine spares pool is maintained by

that initial procurement.

Aircraft

Procured

External Environment

O&S System

IZngine Engine Support Subsystem
iOperations -
ISubsystem Major Engine Damage Repair ILRU I SRU

IRepair Repairi

I

I I
Engine I Spares Depot for I

ail If Polrepair wihnteegnIupotsbytm h

IsInspection

subysem T Enginlee OSstEngineldn ohteegn

Aircraft Removed Teardown I t i
Repair I& Replaced MajorI

Damage IIL-----------------------

External Environment

Figure 3-6 Major Engine Damage Repair

The repair of major engine damage is the final

area of repair within the engine support subsystem. The

discussion of the activities within this major repair area, as

well as those within the LRU and SRU repair areas, has defined

the boundaries and maintenance flow of the engine support

subsystem. The complete O&S system including both the engine

operations subsystem and the engine support subsystem is shown

4.n Figure 3-7.
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System Parameters. Once the manor activities were

defined and the overall boundaries of the engine O&S system

were established, the input parameters that would have an

impact upon those activities as well as output measures of

system performance had to be identified.

Input Parameters. YZ logisticians (15; 25) were

consulted to help the researchers nominate the O&S system

input parameters associated with the activities within the

two O&S subsystems. Parameters were selected whose values

are negotiable. A small number of those parameters are re-

ferred to as policy parameters because system analysts ex-

pected that they would have the greatest impact on system

behavior. There were a total of five policy parameters iden-

tified by Propulsion analysts.

The parameter values for all input parameters are

estimated by both the contractor and government analysts to

provide as close as possible a homomorphic representation of

the real world engine O&S environment. A specific level of

output is derived as a result of using these values in a

simulation. This output is referred to as the system measure

of performance.

System Performance Measure. The most important

measure of performance produced by the engine O&S model is

the total cost of operations and repair accumulated over time.

It is the measure used to determine if the modeled system is

indeed :mulating the real world. These final cost figures
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are also the output data points used by YZ engine analysts

and negotiators to determine the cost effectiveness of a

particular warranty proposal.

In the preceding conceptual study, the system

boundaries were defined and the major components and processes

that constitute the daily activities of the O&S system were

determined. The input parameters associated with the activ-

ities and the output or system measure of performance were

also identified to complete the conceptual phase of the O&S

system research process.

This research provided a conceptual view of the

O&S environment and enabled the researchers to specifically

identify the system components and parameters, and define the

system boundaries that were to be modeled. The next phase of

the research effort involved transforming this conceptualization

of the O&S system into a precise mathematicological model that

could be computerized and would provide the data used during

the experimental design phase of the research. This design

involved model validation and verification as well as the

analysis of system sensitivity to various changes in policy

parameter levels. The experimental design is illustrated in

Figure 3-8.
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Experimental Design

The experimental design of any simulation analysis

specifies the strategy for gaining information, via a sim-

ulation model, about a real world system. For the purpose

of this study, the strategy for acquiring an understanding

of the O&S system under warranty included a three step

process.

First the O&S computer model was constructed. It

was then verified and validated to develop user confidence.

In the third step the model was tested for sensitivity to a

change of specific parameter values which involved a screening

and analysis of the five policy parameters to determine which

had the greatest impact on the O&S system behavior (15).

Model Development

Event logic is the bridge between the system concep-

tualization and a computer model. It ties the events together

in a logical process that simulates as close as possible the

real world system. This section provides the model overview
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and limitations, and discusses the event logic selected to

simulate the engine O&S system.

'o!ode. Overview. A brief overview of the simulation

model is provided in the following section. A discrete event

simulation is used to simulate engine operations and support

for a peace time scenerio at five bases. This type of event

simulation is most useful to engine analysts because it

identifies each occurrence of an event within the system

through time, thus enaDling the user to track the data asso-

ciated with each event. Specifically, the simulation is

designed to assess and accumulate the cost for engine inspec-

tions at the base level and the cost for engine repair at the

flightline, base intermediate shop and depot levels.

The basic model is also designed to provide YZ ana-

lysts with a variety of output information. The model is

versatile in this respect in that it provides the user with

the ability to vary the simulation period as well as determine

the quantity of output data needed for warranty analysis. The

internal integrity of the model does not change with different

output versions but allows the analyst to choose the output

information most appropriate for a warranty analysis. For the

purpose of this study, two versions of model output were

developed.

The first version, SHORT.3, was designed to provide a

breakout of cost information for the warranty period. As the

simulation tracks each engine component in the O&S system,
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the accounting process accumulates and provides a monthly

breakout of unit failure and repair costs. With this version

analysts are able to closely follow individual unit costs

and compare these costs to the anticipated contractor costs

under warranty.

In the second version, WARR.3, the output of monthly

data is suppressed and accumulated to provide only the year

and total cost over a 20 year simulation period. YZ considers

20 years to be the normal life cycle of a system. This year

end data is used to analize the cost effectiveness of a war-

ranty over the anticipated system life beyond the warranty

period and provides the breakeven point for warranty costs.

Model Limitations. The actual repair process at each

repair level is not modeled. Instead, a probability of repair

and average repair times are used to represent the repair of

individual parts. These figures are provided by contractor

and government analysts.

The simulation also does not include the actual pro-

curement process for the purchase of spare engines, SRUs and

LRUs, or the initial procurement of aircraft and engines.

When these items are needed, they are identified and procured

from outside the system.

Finally, the operations process does not simulate the

actual flying of aircraft to generate engine failures. Instead

the number of engine failures is a function of the number of

aircraft assigned and hours flown at each base. Again, these
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figures are provided by government and contractor analysts.

Model Logic. Before translating the O&S system into

a computer language, the model had to be designed to move

through simulated time, causing events to occur in the proper

order. Since the action of each activity depended upon the

state and action of other activities, they had to be coor-

dinated or synchronized through time to simulate as close as

possible the real system. A listing of the general model

structure and discrete events that simulate the O&S system is

displayed in Figure 3-9.

The simulation executive provides three services.

It first creates all variables and arrays, then reads in all

parameteric values, and finally provides the initial sched-

uling of the system events. There are three primary events

including; deployment of aircraft, TCTO's for engine modifi-

cations, and engine inspections. All other events shown are

scheduled as a result of an occurrence of one of these three

major events.

Aircraft Deployment. Aircraft enter the system

on a predetermined monthly schedule. The specific arrival

day within each month is determined by three parameters that

include aircraft production quantity, maximum aircraft quan-

tity, and the aircraft deployment schedule.

Shown in Figure 3-10, the simulation executive

preschedules all aircraft for a delivery and the deployment

event brings individual aircraft into the inventory. The
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executive then checks the status of support equipment and,

if necessary, deploys engine support equipment required at

the organizational, intermediate and depot levels. The input

parameter "quantity of aircraft per base" is used as a mile-

stone for the deployment of support equipment and base

activation.

Simulation
Executive

Operations Subsystem

Deployment

Increase

I I

I Increase

I Equipment
I If Necessary

Figure 3-10 Event Deployment

When each aircraft is deployed, engine TCTO's are

scheduled at some time in the future as a method of preplanned

product improvement, and engine inspections are scheduled

based on engine flying hours.
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Engine TCTO's. The TCTO event is actually a

combination of two discrete events. First, "scheduled TCTO's"

are events triggered on a routine basis throughout the 20

year cycle that schedules all engines, not identified for

inspections, for TCTO compliance. Second, the "TCTO compli-

ance" event, which is the actual engine modification, is

accomplished as an engine repair.

Engine Inspections. The final major event is

"inspections" shown in Figure 3-11. This event controls the

the largest area of the O&S system and, as indicated, directs

several other subevents.

The initial inspection sequence provides account-

ing as it follows the total number of inspections, total or-

ganizational hours expended, and total flying hours accom-

plished. When an engine is identified for inspection, it is

determined if the engine has failed and, if so, whether it

requires removal or only LRU replacement. The engine removal

probability is determined by the shop visit rate, total engines

per aircralt, and the inspection frequency. If engine removal

is required for repair, the initial inspection calls on the

engine removal subunit. However, if only LRU replacement is

required, the engine remains on the aircraft and a check of

all LRUs is accomplished to determine which are to be replaced.

The aircraft is then returned to service. The failed LRU or

LRUs are scheduled for repair through the LRU repair event.

The probability that an LRU will fail is determined by the
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LRU maintenance activities, engines per aircraft, and

inspections frequency.

Engine Removal. The first subevent under

inspections is engine removal. This event compiles statistics

on total engine removals and organizational hours required,

and determines the cause for removal. A random number gen-

erator and the failure mode distribution determine whether

major engine damage, SRU failure, or LRU failure has caused

the engine removal. The reason for the double check on the

LRU failure is that an LRU failure may not be identified on

the initial inspection and thus cause an entire engine re-

moval. When the cause for removal is determined, the engine

removal event passes control to one of the three repair sub-

events as appropriate, either major damage, LRU or SRU repair.

Major Engine Repair. The major damage sub-

event accounts for transportation time and costs to the depot,

repair time and costs at the depot, and major damage removals.

Engine repairs are then scheduled based on expected repair

times and a spares check for engines is accomplished. "Spares

check" is the subroutine which checks the level of spares for

engines, LRUs and SRUs and, if necessary, procures replace-

ments.

LRU Removal. The subevent "engine removal

for LRU failure" tracks the intermediate hours required for

removing the engine and schedules engine repair. It then

passes action to the "check for LRU failure" subevent. This
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event examines all LRUs for failure and, if a failure is

encountered, the organizational, intermediate and depot

repair hours are accumulated, transportation costs and times

are incremented and a depot repair for each LRU is scheduled.

SRU Removal. The subevent "engine removal

for SRU failure" accounts for SRU removals and the interme-

diate hours accrued. The engine is then scheduled for repair

and the SRU repair level is determined. The SRU may be re-

paired at the intermediate base shop or depot level and sep-

arate subevents handle each of these possibilities. The

determination as to which level, is made using random numbers

and a specific probability of occurrence based on input

projected maintenance action data.

Depot Repair and Intermediate Repair. The

subevents for "depot" and "intermediate" repair of SRUs accom-

plish the same tasks. They account for the total number of

repaii actions and the hours required, and calculate the

transportation time and cost. In addition to these actions,

the SRU is scheduled for either a depot or intermediate repair

event based on expected repair times. An additional check

for an LRU failure is also performed since an SRU failure may

mask an LRU failure.

The final step in the inspection process for

each type of repair is to schedule another inspection for the

aircraft and pass the process back to the simulation execu-

tive.
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Intermediate and Depot Repair. The "intermediate"

and "depot" repair events, Figures 3-12 and 3-13 respectively,

function identically. Both determine whether LRU or SRU can

be repaired. If so, they increment the particular item spares

level. If the part is not reparable, then the part is con-

demned. The condemnation decision is based on the input con-

demnation factors.

~Support Subsystem

fCan Part Condemn
Be Fixed NoPart

Figure 3-12 Event Intermediate Repair

S Support Subsystem

CnIeNoCondemn

BeFie I ternm

Increment Buy New]

Figure 3-13 Event Depot Repair
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Engine Repair. The "engine repair" event, as

shown in Figure 3-14, simply increases the engine spares

level by one and returns the activity to the next logical

event.

Engine Support Subsystem

Figure 3-14 Event Engine Repair

Accounting and Reporting. The last two subevents

are "accounting" and "reporting". The accounting activity

shown in Figure 3-15 calculates monthly statistics necessary

for determining final cost. The calculations and formulas

used in this event are listed in Appendix E. The second event

is the year end "reporting", Figure 3-16. This event causes

the printing of the year end statistics used to analyze the

cost effectiveness of the warranty.
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Figure 3-15 Event End of Month Statistics

Schedule
Next Epor

Figure 3-16 Event Report

At this point, the O&S system is sufficiently

defined and structured for easy translation into a computer

language. Programmers and other support personnel in YZ

requested that Simscript 11.5 be used as the model computer

language. Additionally, they requested that the model be

designed, developed and tested on the Create Computer System

(15). Model coding is listed in Appendix A. Once the modelwas coded and debugged, the verification and validation process
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was initiated.

Model Validation and Verification

The verification/validation phase of this simulation

experiment was designed to ensure that any inferences drawn

from t-he simulation would be correct and applicable to the

real world system.

This process included first, a test of the logic of

the model (model verification) and second, a comparison of

model output to logical real world results (model validation)

(18:208-210).

Model Verification. For model verification the model

structure, parameters and environment were held constant

during the simulation to check the internal consistency of

the model. An attempt was made to insure that the event logic

was correct and that the simulation process was indeed modeling

all critical aspects of the engine operations system.

An important part of this test involved consultation

with engine life cycle cost analysts at ASD (15; 18:228; 25).

They checked the internal logic of the model and verified

that from their experience and expertise that the model

simulated the life cycle costs of engine operations and that

the modeled warranty assumptions were valid.

Model Validation. Model validation involved the

analysis of the model input/output transformation (18:210).

For validation the model parameters were set and a variable

seed used to provide the randomness associated with the engine
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operations environment. The test of the model input/outout

transformations involved a comparison of model output to

logical real worli results.

For the engine warranty model, however, it was diffi-

cult to compare simulation output with the real world. iis-

torical data for comparison was not available because of the

limited use of warranties for engine procurement. To over-

come this problem and provide the necessary model validation,

model output was compared to the output of a previously vali-

dated model. In this case, the ASD Maintenance Concept Eval-

uation Model (MCEM) was used.

The MCEM has seen extensive use at ASD and is con-

sidered by the government as the primary LCC model for turbine

engine cost analysis. Its structure and parameters are sim-

ilar to those of the warranty model when the warranty param-

eters are suppressed thus providing the similarity necessary

for comparison. An analytical comparison of the two model

outputs, produced by controlled inputs, provides the basis

for warranty model validation.

The testing procedure included a 20 year simulation

period where each model simulated the engine operations from

1984 to 2004. Thirty simulation runs were made and four data

points from each run including 1986, 1992, 1998 and 2004 were

used for analysis. Figure 3-17 is an example of the data sets

used in this analysis. The numbers under each year are the

yearly accumulated operations costs in millions of dollars.
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MCEM WARRANTY

Simula-
tions 1986 1992 1998 2004 1986 1992 1998 2004

1 122.51 241.81 511.06 639.00 133.05 240.92 509.01 644.29

2 131.62 256.02 518.51 645.13 121.45 253.11 519.43 638.92

3 136.33 253.34 525.25 643.10 130.41 251.00 523.20 641.02

4 128.01 262.43 519.03 638.11 135.02 262.10 518.12 639.51

! * * * * * * * * *

30 125.42 252.50 520.03 643.34 123.04 251.92 520.21 642.43

Figure 3-17 MCEM and Warranty Data Sets

The four data sets from each model were tested for

normality using the Lilliefors test and the population vari-

ance (5:125) for each set were tested for equality using the

F test for equal population variances (two tailed). Following

these tests a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was per-

formed to statistically test whether the means of the compared

data sets were significantly different (5:125).

Sensitivity Analysis

Once the model had been constructed and sufficient

confidence existed relative to its validity, the researchers

then studied the sensitivity of the model output to changes in

the identified policy parameters. While a number of methods

could have been used for sensitivity analysis, the researchers
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chose a three step process to identify the input factors that

had the greatest effect on the system measure of performance.

The first step was to screen the five identified

policy parameters to roughly visualize their individual impact

on life cycle cost. To accomplish this, the researchers chose
5

a 2 factorial design which identifies the parameters as

factors and utilizes two levels for each to assess their

effects. This method has proven useful in the early stages

of other experimental work when there are many factors to be

investigated.

Since an unreplicated 25 design existed, the researchers

chose to use a technique suggested by Daniel (9) which relies

on the following fact:

If the data are normally and independently distributed,
then the 2k-1 estimates of the effects obtained from a
2k design are normally distributed. To help identify
significant effects, the estimates of the effects may be
plotted on normal probability paper [14:195].

The 25-1 or 31 effects were computed using an algorithm pro-

posed by Yates (26) for estimating the effects computed for

the years 1986, 1992, 1998, and 2004. These results were then

used in a Biomedical Plotting Program to create a normality

plot.

The visualization of the effects is intended to illus-

trate the independent parameters and parameter combinations

which show the greatest effect. For the purposes of technology

demonstration, the researchers chose to use only the two param-

eters showing the greatest effect on the system. Step 2 involved
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a further study of those two parameters. This constituted a

two way analysis of variance. The two factors, A and B, were

evaluated at three levels each. The data collected is in

line with the structure indicated in Figure 3-18.

A= X A,B,K

A=2 Where K = 1 to 30

A= 3

B=l B=2 B=3

Figure 3-18 Two Factor, Three Level Analysis Design

Thirty observations were collected for each cell and an SPSS

ANOVA (5:470 ) program was used to assess the significance

of the parameters and the interactions. Three hypotheses

were posed for testing purposes.

Hypothesis I - The effects of the three levels of
factor A are equal

Hypothesis II - The effects of the three levels of
factor B are equal

Hypothesis III - The interaction effects of the two

factors at all levels are equal

The third and final step was to use SPSS one way ANOVA

with a Duncan's Multiple Comparison of Means Test (5:470) to

identify homogenous subsets of means within the levels of a

particular factor.

The sensitivity analysis above is provided as an

example of the type of analysis which may accompany a simple

cost analysis of warranty options. This provides a wealth of
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information above and beyond the simple number outpuc of the

model. First it allows a comparison of significance of

changes in levels of various parameters which may be subject

to negotiating a contract. Additionally, it allows the

analyst to target the controllable parameters which will be

most useful in warranty negotiations.

Decision Support System

The purpose of the preceding model development and

testing process was to provide a model and model output

information that could be incorporated into a DSS which,

in turn, would be used by YZL to analyze and evaluate vendor

warranty proposals.

Once the basic model was verified and validated and

the analysis for model sensitivity to parameter variations

had identified the most important policy parameters, the model

was then integrated into a decision support system that can

analye the cost effectiveness of a proposed warranty.

A negotiation process scenario was used to demonstrate

how the DSS could be used in practice and is presented in

Chapter IV. In this scenario both model versions ara incor-

porated into the DSS to show their versatility. This hypo-

thetical exercise of the DSS illustrates how this system can

provide analysts with the flexibility to analyze the breakout

of individual unit costs as well as to evaluate the cost

effectiveness of the warranty over the life of the engine.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND FINDINGS

This chapter discusses the results of implementing

the experimental design of Chapter III to meet the objective

and goals of this thesis. The primary objective was to pro-

vide the Propulsion System Program Office (SPO) with a deci-

sion support system to assess engine life cycle cost under

warranty. To achieve this objective, the researchers deter-

mined the information required to adequately analyze the cost

effectiveness of a warranty proposal. This involved a study

of the engine O&S system, including the environmental ele-

ments that effect the system behavior, the development and

testing of a simulation model of the O&S system, and testing

the model's sensitivity to changes in various policy parameters.

These three steps ultimately allowed the researchers to pro-

vide an exemplary demonstration of the decision support sys-

tem's ability to establish life cycle cost estimates for

engines under warranty.

System Analysis

The analysis of the engine operations and support

environment was done in close cooperation with ASD LCC ana-

lysts and logisticians (15; 25). This preliminary investi-

gation helped identify the environmental parameters that
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closely describe the real world O&S system. Tht ijor engine

operations and support subsystem activities and the param-

eters associated with those activities which resulted from

this research are shown in Table 4-1. An expanded list of

all system parameters and their definitions is listed in

Appendix C.

TABLE 4-1

O&S System Activities and Parameters

Operations Input Parameters Activity

Number of Aircraft/Base Deployment
Number of Engines/Aircraft Deployment
Maximum Number of Aircraft Deployment
Number of Bases Deployment

Support Input Parameters Acti.ity

*Shop Visit Rate Inspection
*Total Ehgine Cost Accounting
% of Aircraft Deployed Overseas Inspection
Support Equipment Cost Accounting
Flying Hour Program Inspection
Inspection Frequency Inspection
Inspection Manhours Inspection
Manhour and Material Rates Accounting
Engine Overhaul Hours Inspection
Transportation Times Inspection
Total Depot Repair Inspection
Total Base Repair Inspection
Transportation Cost Accounting
Inflation Rate Accounting
Discount Rate Accounting
First Year of Simulation Accounting
Interval Between Reports Accounting
Interval Between TCTO's Schedule TCTO
Failure Mode Distribution Inspection
*Maintenance Action Levels Inspection
*Maintenance Manhours Inspection
Parts Cost Accounting
*Condemnation Factor Inspection

Among the parameters listed in Table 4-1 are the five policy
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parameters (*) referred to earlier. They include total engine

cost, reliability (maintenance action levels), maintainability

(maintenance manhours), shop visit rate and condemnation fac-

tor. The analysis of these five parameters, including their

individual and interactive effects on model output is addressed

in the model sensitivity analysis section of this chapter.

This system study provided the background data nec-

essary to construct the warranty simulation model.

Model Development

In order to fully analyze engine warranty options,

Propulsion analysts felt that two versions of the simulation

model would be required. As indicated in Chapter III, these

two versions differ only in output, not in their internal

logic.

Model Output - First Version. The first version of

the model provides a monthly breakout of the factors that

make-up the final O&S cost. This version is used for specific

unit cost analysis for the warranty period. An example of

the model output is shown in Figure 4-1. The coded model is

listed in its entirety in Appendix B.

The final output of this version first provides total

engine and fleet flying hours and the number of inspections

performed over the simulation period. The output also includes

on-wing maintenance activity which includes the number of LRUs

removed and the LRU repair cost at each repair level.

Engine removal output information is also included.
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This lists and catagorizes failure-caused removals as well as

removals for TCTO action. A total for all engine removals is

also provided.

Next, the three level maintenance manhours and costs

and support equipment costs are given along with the final

cost for transportation to the depot repair facility. The

last output is final O&S cost which is inflated and then dis-

counted to give a realistic cost comparison.

This output provides the Propulsion SPO with the in-

formation they need to track the individual repair costs in

an easily read format for assessing cost effectiveness of a

warranty which has specific coverages. For example, if the

contractor has proposed a warranty for the repair and replace-

ment of all engine LRUs for a specified period of time this

model would perform as follows. It would simulate the O&S

system for this period and provide YZ analysts with a monthly

breakout of the LRU support costs. This allows a comparison

of the expected support costs to the cost of the warranty and

thus facilitates a cost effectiveness decision.

Model Output - Second Version. The second version is

designed to suppress the bre akout of specific unit cost and

provide only year end final costs. The abbreviated output

format, Figure 4-2, delivers only the yearly accumulated cost

after inflating and discounting.
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Figure 4-2 Long Version Output

This version looks beyond the warranty period and

determines if the engine part reliability and maintainability

improvements made by the contractor during the warranty period

are substantial enough to warrant the front-end warranty cost.

If they are, then at some point in time in the future prior to

the end of the engine life cycle a breakeven point will be

reached, indicating that maintainability costs to the government
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are reduced because of the part reliability improvements.

This version also has the capability of multiple sim-

ulations. Up to 10 simulations can be performed in a single

run. The program listing is found in Appendix A.

Once the model had been constructed and was providing

engine warranty information, it was verified, validated, and

tested for sensitivity to level changes in the five policy

parameters.

Model Verification

The process of verification was defined in Chapter III

as a test of model logic. A Turing test was chosen as the

most feasible method of model logic assessment.

The model and four sets of model output were given to

Propulsion logistics personnel for their review. They found

that the model logic was in agreement with their understanding

of the engine O&S system and verified the assumptions made for

the warranty aspects of the model to be correct. Once verifi-

cation was completed, the next step was to validate the model

and its output.

Model Validation

Model validation is a comparison of the simulation

model to output of the real world system. However, as indicated

in the preceding chapter, no real world data is currently

available to assess the warranty model reliability. Therefore,

the Maintenance Concept Evaluation Model (MCEM) was used as a

basis for model evaluation. Thirty independent simulations of
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each model were made. The total accumulated costs were

collected at four points throughout the 20 year simulation.

Each simulation began in 1984 and data were collected at four

points for analysis. These points included 1986, 1992, 1998,

and 2004. The data for the MCEM model is shown in Table 4-2

and for the warranty model in Table 4-3.

The intent of this testing was to determine if any

significant difference existed between the results of the two

simulations. The four yearly data points were used to insure

that there was no significant difference during the entire

life cycle simulated. Two basic assumptions had to be sub-

stantiated before the data from these two models could be

tested. First, since it was necessary to assume both samples

came from normally distributed populations, a Lilliefors Test

was made to detect any significant deviation from normality.

The null hypothesis was:

H0 : The distribution is normal for each sample,

with the alternate being:

Ha: The distribution is not normal for each sample.

The test statistic for comparison was a Lilliefors value of

.161 assuming an alpha value of .05. The decision rule is as

follows:

If the Maximum Absolute Difference that is
calculated is greater than the Lilliefors
Table Value then the Null hypothesis is
rejected and the distribution of the sample
is assumed not to be normal.

The results of this testing are shown in Table 4-4 and indicate
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TABLE 4-2 MCEM Output Data

Run 1986 1992 1998 2004

1 111.70 450.87 559.59 667.05

2 117.93 431.96 549.12 656•06

3 116.97 450.00 561.28 690.60

4 111. 32 421.27 536.14 651.20

5 104.97 424.13 537.19 664.29

6 125.92 443.63 565.03 676.34

7 104.71 455.40 560.91 669.35

8 96. 80 420. 32 542.71 663. 36

9 111.63 441.35 561.82 667. 39

10 97.50 454. 77 565.17 671.17

11 103.60 442.77 551.1.8 661.20

12 112.86 444.64 550.58 655.96

13 103.64 427.96 538.25 656.95

14 112.52 422.28 534.66 645.81

15 103.26 430.20 555.65 668.99

16 116.73 413.00 555.14 683.62

17 118.90 429.09 543.57 650.83

18 104.93 450.17 559.80 663.99

19 118.48 440.68 555.30 668.23

20 105.57 443.22 557.30 660.34

21 112.05 424.46 535.42 644.62

22 109.72 424.74 534.61 655.53

23 98.04 436.90 558.60 668.43

24 104.29 422.90 550.69 650.69

25 96.91 452.90 560.64 669.82

26 112.10 435.98 561.08 672.40

27 110.8F 457.53 568.28 674.15

28 113.33 436.61 556.93 662.57

29 116.62 424.28 545.37 651.22

30 118.23 443.36 549.12 662.28

Means 109.74 436.58 551.44 663.56
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TABLE 4-3 Warranty Model Output Data

Run 1986 1992 1998 2004

1 123.84 463.36 577.70 634.81

2 109.20 428.70 541.53 663.87

3 104.05 422.36 578.13 684.61

4 124.30 424.17 537.08 675.13

5 105.13 420.16 541.52 654.92

6 111.56 431.02 560.62 672.98

7 116.99 453.60 562.38 671.51

8 116.82 436. 82 552.04 664.06

9 97.59 436.68 549.09 667.41

10 117.37 427.89 545.57 667.53

i 116.51 436.11 540.65 647.15

12 111.95 453.57 560.20 666.30

13 111.44 432.50 540.55 671.79

14 112.16 443.94 551.49 660.48

15 126.13 462.72 571.63 673.11

16 110.58 421.70 541.50 655.86

17 116.80 438.75 551.56 678.56

18 118.02 450.44 559.12 672.45

19 110.55 440.33 551.48 660.90

20 111.99 415.64 546.67 654.18

21 117.81 427.24 570.32 679.04

22 103.20 443. 39 551.53 672.02

23 103.84 419.03 538.81 642.73

24 117.05 446.19 566.13 670.44

25 119.30 446.51 552.50 656.43

26 105.05 410.31 521.26 629.36

27 108.36 418.66 556.03 667.37

28 105.01 450.22 558.92 667.73

29 119.67 433.70 552.24 669.72

30 104.08 441.14 544.17 683.59

Means 112.55 435.90 552.41 666.20
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that all eight distributions were in fact normally distributed.

TABLE 4-4

Normality Test (MCEM & Warranty Output)

Data Set Mean Std Dev MIAX ABS Diff
(Millions) (Millions)

MCEM 1986 109. 74 7.47 .1260
MCEM 1992 436.58 12.42 .1297
MCEM 1998 552.04 10.23 .1525
MCEM 2004 663.57 10.57 .0785

WARR 1986 112.55 7.09 .1453
WARR 1992 435.90 13.85 .0692
WARR 1998 552.41 12.72 .1306
WARR 2004 666.20 12.41 .1375

The second assumption that had to be made was that

each population had the same variance. This involved a

comparison of the variances of the two models at each of the

four years. The Null hypotheses was as followst

2 2
o :warranty = MCEM for

for 1986, 1986, 1992,
1992, 1998, 1998, 2004
2004

with the alternate being:

a warranty 'MCEM for
for 1986, 1986, 1992,
1992, 1998, 1998, 2004
2004

The test statistic for comparison was the F value:

F 1.85
Q(/2, (NII), (N2 -1)

where: O/2 = .05
N1 = 30
N2  - 30
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The decision rule for the F-Test was:

If the calculated F is greater than 1.85 then
the variances are not equal

where: F = larger a 
2

smaller a"

The results of these calculations are shown in Table 4-5.

These indicate that in no case can the hypothesis that the

variances are equal be rejected.

TABLE 4-5

Comparison of Variances
(MCEM & Warranty Output)

Test Statistic
Year Model Variance Computation Comparison

WARR.3 48.597 5
1986 5 1.108 1.108>1.85

MCEM. 3 53.868 48.597

WARR.3 185.330
1992 185.330 1.243 1.243 i 85

MCEM.3 149.154 149.154

1998 WARR.3 156.493 156.493 1.382 1.382 i. 85

MCEM.3 113.256 113.256

2004 WARR.3 148.810 148.810 1.377 1.377>1.85

MCEM.3 108.076 108.076

With the two basic assumptions supported, it was

possible to analyze the means of each of the simulations.

This analysis was accomplished using a Oneway ANOVA to compare

the means of the two simulation populations for each year

group. The hypothesis to be tested is as follows starting

with the Null:
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H : The mean for each year group of the MCEM

0 model output is equal to its respective

output of the warranty model

The alternate hypothesis is:

Ha: The means of the resoective models are not
a equal

The test statistic for this analysis is a comparison of the

F probability from the SPSS Oneway analysis to the chosen

alpha level of .10. The decision rule is as follows:

If the F probability, or P value as it is
referred to, associated with a computed value
of the F Test statistic is less than the
alpha value then the means are not equal.

The results of this testing are reported in Table 4-6 and

indicate that the P values are greater than the alpha value

in all cases. This precluded rejecting the hypothesis that

there was no significant difference between the average costs

of each simulation at the four data collection points.

The SPSS programs used for analysis are provided in

their entirety in Appendix H.
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TABLE 4-6

Oneway ANOVA
(MCEM & Warranty Output)

Warranty Maintenance
Mean Mean

Year P-Value* (Millions) (Millions)

1996 .1407 112.55 109.74

1992 .8411 435.90 436.58

1998 .9136 551.75 552.06

2004 .3793 666.20 663.56

*P-Value - The probability of obtaining a value
of the F Test statistic at least as
large as the reported F Value

Sensitivity Analysis

Testing of the model demonstrated its validity in the

real world situation. Next, the researchers tested the

model's sensitivity to changes in policy parameter levels to

determine which parameters had the greatest effect on system

behavior. This process involved first a screening of the

five policy parameters to determine the two most dominant

parameters and second, an extensive analysis of these two

parameters. It was initially decided that two parameters

would be analyzed in order to limit the total number of

required simulations.

The first step in the screening process involved

collecting the data of the effects of parameter change on

model output for each of the five policy parameters and all

their possible combinations. The treatment levels were
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arranged in standard order shown in Table 4-7.

TABLE 4-7

Policy Parameter Treatment Levels
Standard Order

A
B
AB
C
AC
BC
ABC
D

ABCDE

With all other parameter values held at their normal

level, the values of the parameter or parameter combinations

shown in Table 4-7 were changed to reflect an improvement.

Table 4-8 identifies each policy parameter with its corre-

sponding factor and shows the parameter value levels that

were used in the sensitivity analysis.

TABLE 4-8

Policy Parameter Changes

Factor Title Standard Change

A Engine Cost $6.5M $5.85

B Reliability 0% +10%

C Maintainability 0% +10%

D Shop Visit Rate 2.5 2.25

E Condemnation Factor 0% -10%

Thirty simulation runs of each parameter combination

were made. The average response for four of the thirty years

is shown in Table 4-9.
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TABLE 4-9 Yates Algorithm Inputs

Response 1986 1992 1998 2004

1 127.39 449.13 566.60 630.52

A 123.11 426.30 542.54 656.24

3 126.97 447.04 552.66 655.07

AB 122.68 423.38 526.67 630.56

C 127.32 444.20 556.18 664.64

AC 123.03 421.41 532.52 640.46

BC 126.90 442.67 543.24 640.64

ABC 122.61 418.81 519.00 616.14

D 124.30 435.96 554.83 666.90

AD 120.34 414.32 532.15 643.39

sD 124.08 427.65 529.55 634.65

ABD 120.05 405.91 507.25 611.77

CD 124.23 431.09 544.49 651.08

ACD 120.27 409.44 521.80 628.07

BCD 124.01 423.24 520.19 620.30

ABCD 119.98 401.40 497.89 597.42

E 127.34 445.71 559.20 667°79

AE 124.72 427.59 539.06 644.89

BE 126.96 443.97 545.90 644.45

ABE 122.67 420.31 521.66 620.04

CE 129.06 445.68 552.09 652.67

ACE 124.65 422.61 528.03 628.88

BCE 125.66 437.37 532.38 630.12

ABCE 122.60 415.94 512.25 605.61

DE 124.30 432.48 547.30 655.20

ADS 120.33 410.93 524.51 632.18

BDE 124.03 424.83 523.29 624.42

ABDE 120.13 402.99 500.99 601.54

CDE 125.04 429.03 539.01 641.92

ACDE 121.01 407.32 516.26 619.52

BCDE 121.16 421.68 518.05 607.85

ABCDE 119.39 399.51 495.30 587.25
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The data in each year group was analyzed using the

Yates Algorithm (26) which calculated an estimated effect

for each parameter set shown in Table 4-10. To help isolate

the two most important policy parameters the data produced

by the Yates Algorithm was plotted using the BMDP package on

the ASD CYBER system. The program that was used can be

found in Appendix I and the normality plots for each year

group are shown in Figures 4-3, 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6.

It is apparent that factors A and D are dominant over

the majority of the life cycle and these two factors should

be selected for further study. However, the results in

general provided increased confidence in the model as the

effects of each factor responded in a manner that was intu-

itively appealing. It was expected that engine cost (A) and

shop visit rate (D) would be strong drivers over the entire

system life, and that the effects of reliability (B), main-

tainability (C), and condemnation (E) would begin to increase

as the system matured and gained flying hours.

The screening process identified the two most dominant

parameters. These two parameters could then be further tested

to determine if their effects were truly si.gnificant and if

there was any significant interaction between them. A Two

Way ANOVA was used to test the following Null hypothesis:

H0 : Are the effects of factor A significant

Ho: Are the effects of factor D significant
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TABLE 4-10 Yates Algorithm Results

Response 1986 1992 1998 2004

A -3.82 -22.11 -22.92 -22.12

B -1.04 -6.04 -19.42 -26.63

AB 0.12 -0.43 -0.11 -1.24

C -0.16 -4.19 -9.12 -16.17

AC 0.09 -0.21 0.10 1.31

BC -0.50 -0.23 0.41 1.51

ABC 0.33 0.42 0.58 -1.03

D -3.19 -15.91 -16.10 -14.75

AD 0.12 0.33 0.35 -0.54
BD 0.16 -1.99 -4.06 -4.94

ABD 0.16 0.29 0.27 1.64
CD -0.15 0.16 0.76 1.40
ACD 0.17 0.15 -0.15 -1.08

BCD -0.13 0. 40 0.50 -1.64

ABCD -0.05 -0.44 -0.64 1.36
E -0.11 -2.11 -5.79 -9.69

AE 0.32 0.41 0.52 -1.03

BE -0.70 -0.81 -0.04 -0.96

ABE 0.14 -0.14 0.15 1.31

CE -0.08 0.47 0.55 1.45

ACE 0.10 -0.18 -0.12 -1.19

BCE -0.50 -0.45 -0.31 -1.72

ABCE 0.33 0.45 0. 36 1.47

DE -0.35 -0.40 0.36 -0.96

ADE -0.03 -0.44 -0.60 1.26

BDE 0.08 1.05 1.15 0.84

ABDE 0.17 0.10 -0.19 -0.98

CDE -0.16 0.14 0.94 -1.13
ACDE 0.16 0.12 0.07 1.43

BCDE -0.13 0.39 0.76 0.86

ABCDE -0.05 -0.47 -0.42 -1.14
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H Are the interaction effects of A and B
0 significant

In order to use this analytic method, 30 observations for

each possible combination of the two factors at three levels

were needed. The design for generating this data is shown

in Figure 4-7 and the actual observations are listed in

Table 4-11.

Shop Visit Rate
D

ij 1 2 3

1 X I,K Xl ,2,K Xl,3,K

Engine X X X
Cost 2 2,1,K 2,2,K 2,3,K K=1-30

A

3 x3,1,K X3,2,K X3,3,K

Figure 4-7 Data Generating Design for Two Way ANOVA

Using this data a Two Way ANOVA of the three levels

of engine cost was run. The Null Hypothesis was:

H0 : Are the effects of factor A significant

and the decision rule was:

If F> Fag ' (where K is the total number
of leveli d (sKh number of observations)
then there is a significant difference in at
least two of the three levels.

If o/2 = .05, K-I = 2, and N-K = 261 then the F Table value

F = 3.00.05, 2, 261

The Two Way ANOVA calculated an F Value of 320.015,
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much greater than the table value of 3.00. It can be assumed

then that there is a significant difference between at least

two of the three levels of engine cost.

The same analysis was used to assess the significance

of the different levels of shop visit rate. The Null hypoth-

esis was:

H : Are the effects of factor D significant

and the decision rule was:

If F >F/ -(N F (where K is the total number
of levels "A is Re number of observations)
then there is a significant difference in at
least two of the three levels.

If Ch/2 = .05, K-1 = 2, and N-K = 261 then the F Table value,

F = 3.00
.05, 2, 261

For shop visit rate the ANOVA calculated an F Value

of 96.243, again much higher than 3.00 indicating that there

was a significant difference between at least two of the

three levels.

The last assessment was an analysis of interaction

between A and D.

The hypothesis for this test was:

H 0 Are the interaction effects of A and D
significant

with a decision rule:

If F >F -)N .(where K is the total number
of levels'k -e number of observations)
then there is a significant difference in at
least two of the three levels.

If os/2 = .05, K-1 = 4, and N-K = 261 then the F Table value
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F =2. 37F05 , 4, 261

The value calculated by the Two Way ANOVA is 0.147,

and is less than the table value indicating that there was

no significant difference between any of the levels of

interaction of the two factors. It can be assumed therefore,

that the interaction effects of A and D are not significant.

The computer results of the SPSS Two Way ANOVA for engine

cost and shop visit rate are shown in Figure 4-8.

* A .4 A L YALS IS O F VA R IA NC E tI~4S
COST

BY ENG
SVR

SUM OF MEAN SIGNIF
SOURCE OF VARIATION SQUARES DF SGUARE F OF F

MAIN EFFECTS 127039.286 4 31950.821 208.129 0.000
ENG 08281.547 2 49140.773 32).015 0.000
SVR 29557.739 2 147"8.810 9o.243 0.000

2-WAY INTERACTIONS 90.230 4 22.558 0.147 0.964
ENG S'R 90.230 4 22.58 0.147 0.964

EXPLAINED 127929.516 8 15991.189 104.138 0.000

RESIDUAL 4007'8.608 261 153.558

TOTAL 168008.124 269 624.566
270 CASES WERE PROCESSED.
0 CASES ( 0.0 PCT) WERE MISSING.

Figure 4-8 Two Way ANOVA Results

Knowing that at least two of the three levels of each

factor are significantly different, the next logical step was

to assess exactly how many levels of each factor are in fact

different. This is done using an SPSS Oneway AOVA with a
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Duncan's Multiple Ranges a posteriori analysis of means. The

Duncan's analysis operates as follows:

1. All means are ranked in ascending order.

2. Using the mean square error, the number of
levels and the total number of observations,
comparison factors are calculated by the
SPSS program.

3. The comparison factors are used to decide
if there is a significant difference between
adjoining means and then between groupings.

The results for the SPSS analysis of the engine cost and

SVR factors are found in Figure 4-9.

Engine Cost Homogeneous Groups

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

429.2356 452.3244 475.9681

SVR Homogeneous Groups

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

439.1870 453.5942 464.7469

Figure 4-9 SPSS Analysis of Engine Cost Factors

All homogeneous groups are indicated by underscored lines.

As shown in Figure 4-9, no two groups are associated with a

single underscore which indicates that, in fact, none of the

levels for engine cost or SVR are homogeneous and are assumed

to be significantly different.

A similar analysis was accomplished for the shop visit

rate with the same results. All three levels were found to be

significantly different.

The results of the sensitivity analysis section

indicate that changes in the two primary policy parameters
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due to either negotiation or improvement in operations and

support will significantly effect the overall cost of oper-

ating the system.

SPO analysts now know which factors are most important

and have a feel for what the system will do when the levels

of these factors are changed. This knowledge of the primary

factors and their characteristic effects on the system output

allow negotiators to effectively negotiate specific factors

at their optimum levels.

Once the sensitivity of the model was assessed and

the analyst is aware of the most critical policy parameters,

it is possible to incorporate this pertinent information into

the negotiation process.

Decision Support System

The decision support system is designed to analyze

the cost effectiveness of a warranty contract proposal. It

uses both the short and long model versions to analyze engine

operation and support costs for the warranty period as well

as the cost effectiveness of the warranty over the entire

life of the engine.

Using vendor supplied component failure probabilities

and component replacement costs, SPO analysts can use the

short version to compare the up front warranty cost to the

anticipated support costs incurred over the warranty period.

On the other hand, the long version analyzes the long

term effects of contractor improvements. That is, contractor
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made improvements during the warranty period are expected to

reduce system operating costs over the operational life cycle.

In Figure 4-10, both versions of the model are

integrated in the complete DSS. The short version simulates

engine O&S over the warranty period. The output goes directly

to a file and prints monthly statistics of unit failure and

repair costs.

The long version, with and without warranty input

data, simulates engine O&S over a 20 year period. The year

end statistics from a simulation of each input data set are

filed, averaged, and compared, to provide an analysis of the

cost effectiveness of the warranty.

With both model versions incorporated into the DSS,

SPO analysts have the needed capability to analyze the short

and long term effects of the warranty. To demonstrate this

capability, a scenario of the contracting process was developed.

Short Term Warranty Analysis. In this hypothetical

case, the contractor has proposed a four year contract in

which he will warrant all engine SRU and LRU components

against failure, and repair or replace those units at his own

expense. He also guarantees that unit failure probabilities

will not fall below specific values. The up front cost to

the government for this four year warranty is set at

$50,000,000.

YZ analysts would use contractor supplied estimates

of LRU and SRU component failure probabilities and replacement
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costs to determine if the warranty is indeed a good invest-

ment. They would carefully analyze each LRU and SRU failure

rate and replacement cost and then input these values into

the short term warranty model.

The construction of the data sets used in the short

term model for the four year simulation was done in accordance

with the short term users manual provided in Appendix G.

The data sets used in this example are shown in Figures 4-11

and 4-12.

a#FXXX 4 2.5 C0'0C,  1.0 .0 0
77_0000 2500000 30000000 2500000
78429 50 3.28 24 15 59 500
7? 4 5 5 1 30 30 '.

1i " '- -.2, 5
'

8 K I U U 0 90 , 0 O

87#4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 -1 4 4
38#4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 " 0
8945

9 :436 23 i8 18 999
9i;

Figure 4-11 Short Term Model Data Sets

Ten simulation runs were made and the output data was collected

and summarized in Table 4-12.

The results of the four year warranty simulation for

each year are graphed in Figure 4-13 and show the warranty

cost to exceed the projected repair and replacement costs.
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290#20
300#FAN-ROTOR 31.62 82.73 60.0 284.94 65.73 78.0 155953.0 .02
310#FAN-STATOR 232.14 86.07 70.0 58.03 54.82 !12.25 123056.0 .05
320#FRONT-FRAME 223.6 27.0 80.0 55.89 1a.4 90.6 q9245.0 .02
330#INLET-GEARBX 82.14 32.0 10.4 82.14 25.88 16.52 7719.0 .05
340#FAN-FRAME 127.67 92.94 70.0 31.92 78.72 84.22 68141.0 .01
350#ACC-GEARBX 98.32 47.45 85.0 98.29 29.95 102.5 59949.0 .01
360#COMP-ROTOR 37.87 304.52 70.0 341.06 235.95 13.5- 1'7"3.0 .02
370#FUV-CP-ST4T 17!.59 218.02 50.0 171.59 211.13 119.39 16 ?5.0 .05
380#AFT-Ct'-ETA' ".73 252.? '75.0 117.73 198.54 131.36 76281.0 .0
390#COMBUSTCR 00.31 64.12 9'.0 809.72 55.55 96.57 4'089.0 .35
400#COMP-CASE b5.74 187.22 60.0 262.67 174.15 73.57 54411.0 .,)1
410#HPT-ROTOR 87.78 121.3 50.0 788.64 81.54 9Q.76 236608.0 .,)1
42OHPT-STATOR 698.26 67.9 40.0 77.54 58.26 50.34 167904.0 .)2
430#HPT-SHROUD 729.03 98.42 2.0 81.1 73.05 2a.27 411.0 .ii
440#LPT-ROTOR 51.26 109.3 72.0 461.04 76.46 105.84 134517.0 .03
450#STG1-LPT-ST 257.52 79.35 P..0 386.4 53.53 105.82 6555.0 .07
460#STG2-LPT-ST 227.55 137.05 25.0 340.05 Q3. 09 69.16 509'57.0 .11
470#TURBINE-FRM 14o.77 --2.0 60.0 342.47 5'.0 I;.0 5737E.0 .01
480#AUGMENTOR 232.32 125.9 70.0 25.31 83.5 13.o 180029.0 .C
490EXHAUST-NOZ 105.31 192.55 40.0 11.69 114.81 117.74 271349.0 .04
120#16
130#ENGINE-CONTR 417.7 1.* 9.0 70.0 77699.0 .01
140#FUEL-PUnP 138.2 0.4 4.0 18.0 134QI.0 .05
150#FAN-SPEED-SE 5.5 0.2 2.3 3.0 2523.0 .05
160#AFT-CONTrOL 340.25 1.2 5.0 44.0 60516.0 .05
170#AUG-IG-PLUG ''09.88 0.3 1.5 o.5 1713.0 .90
ISO#T4B-PYR04 77.41 0.5 4.0 7.5 7716.0 .05
190#AUG-FUEL-CTr 70.1 I.' 5.) 35.0 3 E0.0 .02
200#4YD-PUMP 245.22 0.6 4.0 30.0 37054.0 .0'
2'A#LLPE-F'UrP '?.4" :.0 2.0 22.0 12127.0 .05
2204ANTI-IC!'JG 1').72 0. 3.0 17.0 10533.-) .05

• . .,. 1 .0 6 0 .
240 FA->:iLET-T2 22.2 0.2 1.0 6.0 2354.0 .90

2.0.LET- ' 'E I32 . 9 0.0 ). 1.0 .10
260#ALTERNATOR 133.62 0.6 3.0 9.0 2653.0 .05
270#FLAME-DET 129.58 0.2 2.0 7.0 2309.0 .04
280#AUG-FUEL-FU. 305.25 1.2 4.0 20.0 25387.0 .05

Figure 4-12 Short Term Model Data Sets
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Thus over the four year warranty period, the projected re-

placement costs are much less than the $50,000,000 warranty

cost.

2 - (Cost in Millions)

CI
20 1

0

S 15

T 10

5

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

YEAR

Figure 4-13 Short Term Four Year Warranty Plot

SPO analysts and negotiators now have an estimate of

the short term cost of the proposal and can continue to use

the model to negotiate different warranty costs or component

failure rates to revise the contract proposal. However, the

analysis is not complete until the entire operational life

cycle of the system has been considered. It is expected that

the contractor will make component reliability improvements

during the warranty period to increase his profit margin.

Obviously if he has warranted a particular component for a

given failure rate and can reduce the failures by increasing

the reliability, he replaces fewer components and realizes a

better profit.
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These reliability improvements, however, will continue

to save repair and replacement costs beyond the end of the

warranty period when the government is incurring those costs.

Thus to fully analyze how cost effective a warranty is, the

operational life of the engine must be analyzed. The second

or long term warranty model version is used to analyze the

effects of component reliability improvement over the life

of the system.

Long Term Warranty Analysis. The second version of

the warranty model analyzes the effect of component reliability

improvement over a 20 year period. YZ analysts used data

sets that were similar to those used in the short version for

analysis of the extended effects of the warranty. The long

term users guide, in Appendix F, was used to develop these

data sets. However, to determine if the warranty is cost

effective, SPO analysts must also construct non-warranty

input parameter data sets whose output is used as a comparison

to the warranty results. Ten simulation runs of the warranty

and non-warranty parameter sets were made with the results

shown in Tables 4-13 and 4-14.

The average accumulated yearly costs for both the

warranty and non-warranty simulations over the twenty years

are plotted in 'igure 4-14.

The graph shows the breakeven point at the eleven

year point of system life. By observation it appears that

the engine warranty is cost effective at that point in the
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life of the system, however, the crossover point must be

further analyzed to determine the actual point in time when

the difference between the warranty and non-warranty lines

is in fact significant. A small sample T-Test is accomplished

at different points prior to the observed breakeven point to

determine when the differential of the two lines is no longer

significant. For the purpose of this example, the testing

began at the first data point prior to the breakeven point,

that being the tenth year.

To perform this test, three assumptions need to be

validated. First it is assumed that the relative frequency

distribution of each sample approximates the normal. Earlier

validation testing had shown that the model delivers a normal

distribution and the analyst can, therefore, assume normality

of the studied populations.

Second, it is assumed that the variances of each of

the sampled populations are equal. To test this assumption,

the variances were analyzed as follows. The Null hypothesis

was:

H : The variances are equal0

and the alternate hypothesis was

H a: The variances are not equal

The test statistic for this is a comparison of the F Value

which was calculated as follows:

F O/2, N1-, N 2-1 = 3.18
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where u = .10
N1 = 10
N2 = 10

And the decision rule is:

If F >FoC/,Nl l) (N-1) then there is significant

difference between the variances.

The results are shown in Figure 4-14 and indicate that the

variances are not significantly different.

F = Large Variance 166.7 1Small Variance l - 1.644
F F /2,N I-1_N 1

The third and final assumption is that the samples

are randomly selected. Due to the random nature of the

model, the analyst can assume independence.

With the assumptions validated, the actual T-Test

may be performed. First the analyst must develop the

hypothesis to be tested as follows:

Ho: -" = A 2

Ha: 4 42

where A, = the warranty mean

2 = the non-warranty mean

The next step is to develop the T-statistic for testing which

is done as follows:
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t 2

2 1 +1
P N + 2

where X = warranty mean = 476.03

X2= non-warranty mean = 468.09

NI=N2 10 samples

2 N-I)S 
+  (N -I) 2

S 1 1 2 134.036
N1 + N 2-2

where

2
S1 = 166.7 = variance of warranty

2
$2 = 101.4 = variance of non-warranty

t = 1.53

and since the rejection region is

t > /2,N1 N2-2

or

1.53 > 1.33

the test rejects the Null hypothesis and indicates that there

is a significant difference.

This illustrates that the first point in time when the

two costs are equal is at the breakeven point. The analyst

has strong evidence that the 11 year point is truly the b-eak-

even point and beyond that point the $50,000,000 warrant is

cost effective.

In this hypothetical case, the use of the lorg and
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short warranty model versions has provided SPO analysts with

a decision support system that can evaluate the long and

short term effects of warranty. This warranty DSS is a

valuable tool needed to assist in the decision making process

for engine system procurement under warranty.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

The purpose of this thesis was to research and develop

a competent decision support system that assesses the turbine

engine life cycle cost under warranty. This DSS was requested

by the Engine SPO to provide contract specialists with the

specific warranty data needed to effectively analyze a war-

ranty proposal during source selection negotiations.

The research design used to construct the decision

support tool included first a conceptual study of the turbine

engine operating environment. From this study, the researchers

developed the engine O&S system warranty model. The model was

verified and validated, and then tested for sensitivity to the

change in value of five policy parameters. The sensitivity

analysis of these parameters provided analysts with insight

concerning parameter impact on the O&S system response. The

testing proved the model to be a reliable effective tool for

analyzing warranty proposals.

Two versions of the warranty model were developed to

provide short and long term warranty analysis and both versions

were integrated into the total warranty decision support system

as a versatile tool designed to assist YZ analysts and contract
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specialists evaluate the cost effectiveness of a turbine

engine warranty.

Application

The warranty DSS can be used to evaluate warranties

from two perspectives. First it examines the short term

warranty period, analyzing the cost of operations and pro-

viding a breakout of unit repair and replacement costs. This

allows YZ analysts to easily assess individual unit costs and

compare these costs to specific contractor assurances.

Second, the DSS provides a life cycle approach to

warranty analysis. In the long model version component

improvements made during the warranty period are analyzed

over the life of the engine system to determine their overall

cost effectiveness.

These two DSS applications provide a more realistic

warranty analysis by evaluating both the near and long term

cost and benefits of a warranty.

Recommendation for Future Study

Due to time constraints, five areas of study were

either abbreviated or assumed to be true in this research.

They are explained below with the understanding that the

knowledge gained in each area would further strengthen the

already valid simulation model.

The first improvement should be the addition of

further mechanization of the system. Computer coding should

be designed to accomplish the analysis on the long term
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version of the model. The coding should also provide a

graphics capability to plot the average cost curves. This

mechanization would greatly improve the speed of analysis.

Second, since the warranty model was validated using

another model, it should be further assessed for validity

using actual engine warranty data when that data becomes

available.

Third, a study should be conducted to validate the

assumption that improvements will occur due to the application

of a warranty. While the model and decision support system

assume an improvement occurs, they also show that without that

improvement the breakeven point would never occur and the

worth of the warranty would be seriously questioned. An

assessment of the contractors intentions in warranty applica-

tion is an area of future study which is highly recommended.

Fourth, there is the need for an analysis model for

other possible maintenance concepts. The current model

assumes a three level maintenance system. However, several

new methods of maintenance management are being attempted and

these methods should be included in separate versions of the

model.

Finally, model sensitivity should be analyzed for

all input parameters. Although five policy parameters were

considered most important, other parameters and parametric

relationships may also be significant and should be tested

for their effects on model output.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A

PROGRAM4 LISTING FOR WARR.3
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1he simulation model contained in this appendix is

written in Simscript 11.5 and is designed for use on the AFLC

Honeywell system. The program is stored in the Create Time

Sharing System under the name of WARR.3 and uses data files

stored under the names TEST100 and TEST.DAT.
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205 IDENT WP0354.AFIT-LS HELLESTO W(e-RR.3
301 LIMITS 15,40VK,,IOK
40$ LOLJLOAD
cos OPTION FORUfRAN,NOMAP
605 LIBRARY SL
704 PROGRAM RLH'S
90s LIMITS 15,40K..10K
90s FRMFL Ht,R.,R,CACI/SIM2.5
100$ FILE *1
1101 FILE *2
12cs 5!L
130 PRE.4E'LE
lAO IORMALLY MOtiE IS INTEGER
150 EVENT NOTICES ItNCLUrE
160 DEPLOf:4ENT,
17,0 ENG INE RE FAi~
I80 INSPECTION,-
190 TCTO.
200 SCHED.TCTO.

11) ~END. O.3S4S 7
-0 REPO-r"

230 EYE '-Y I NTER.FE '' 41R A N PART
240 EVERY H:'0T7E:I HAS AN ITEM
250 DEFINE S ' A:E.C A': -- KJTIBE :Jlil I VALUE
260 DEFINE COUT.~T*LUtTSNI.CTA.C'3
270 AS ';ARIAPLES
280 DEFINE RT ' YAL WV14LES
200 DEFINE * ~ ~:~~ A IL
300 D E FI 1 4--LPT ,"C 4RcT .:4P S.r 1: D S rE.CS -.3 S ~ Tl

310 RAI.~E ~T.IAE 4AI.Or:?
3210 DEFINE SIRATE,SDRA TE.SI. TOT.S:,. TOT. ;T. E AS F ',EAL
330 DEPINE PLAPJESENGS , PTRANS.ETCC-T .T COS TLTSA31

30 DEFINE LS~E,

370 DEFINE SVREP .iAJCERR Ql;:c;r3 ~:C', E
380 DEFINE Pg. ERE M. L;JR EM, SRU;E 4A A I -D' 1 iE R F
390 DEFINE E A!L .E E P, 5EC .E T,^T!l.L U' u, l.D S .E-, *; 1t LI SJ
400 DEFINE X EAL L , A E lEF , XS PEC , XE7T C T , <LFU , x st-e. < 1'P; *E-2J y S -9 L
410 nE F INE IS .HFS .r5. HRS .OL .HFSA'L .H', IL .HRS AS EL'A! 5
4210 DEFINE L.RUFPIn0 B ,SR 2'F'R 9B ,C 'N .F A S 1 1 E "i 51CN A I RE AL ~~Y S
430 DEFINE SCOST,LCOST .SE.CST .PEFAIL A'S 1-11IMENSIONAL Rcaf- APPAYS
440 DEFI4IN LR.HRS, SRU.HRS.PES:J!T AS 2-DIMENSIONAL RrAl- A~RAYS
450 DEFINE CJ' LVLSAE.AE0,3.RGMT AS 1 -DIME*SIONAL ARRA 'S
460 DEFIPE PRGM AS A ALPHA V'-,I4;E
470 DEFINE SEED,SED.S!M,ST AS INTEDER VA):IABLE
480 END
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490
500 MAI N
510 RESERVJE LRUPROP,'0'_,POb AS 30
5210 RESERVE LRLREmSPUREM,SCOST,LCOST AS 30
530 RESERVE P9 AS 132 RESERVE £PZM AS 6
540 RESERVE BASEQTY AS 3) ESERVE-- SE.RGMT.SE.COST.EFAIL AS 3
550 RESERV.E LRU HRS AS 3 By 30
560 RESERVE SRL'AR3l AS 4 BY 70
570 RESEPYE RESULT AS 4 &Y 30
580 RESERVE EALL.EDE-P.SP'EC.ETiCTOD,LR'US.3RUS.D:4R5S.EBUY AS 250
590 RESERVE LEVEL.SFARES_,,ON.FAC,CNlEMS AS 50
600 DEFINE NAME AS A 1-DImENSIONAL ALP!4A ARRAY RESEPRVE NAME AS 2
610 DEFINE DIATE AS A 1-DIMENSIONAL ALPHA ARRAY RESERVE DAT AS 2
620 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
630 READ E'ATE(1 ),DATE(2)
640 READ FRGm ,ECOT 3-R N.CSRFAOE.PI'' ARFm
650 LET SVR = SVR ;,PFAC

660 READ S.OT~S.OT2,E:~l)w:pCS

.68.) LET ER.PROS* = SVR * ECNT ii4O '~
690 READ TE,TL ,TS,EDT!ME .ElTl E.S~iT'mE,.T~mE.LDT.'IE
700 READ ETCOST.STCO3T.LTCOSIT JFjAT .DIS~c
710 READ YR.START,YR.2 EPDr T YR.TCTO.MO.QUIT,SED.3Er,-1i,ST
7210 LET YR.BEG = R.START
730 READ EFAIL(W,EFAIL(2),EFAIL(3)
740 READ MAX FOR I= 1 TO MtAX READ PG (I)~
750 LET- CY YR.START LET J =
760 FOR K 1 TO ((IAX + 11) / 12) DO
770 LET JJ =J + 11
780 FOR I =J TO JJ ADD PO (1) TO TOT
790 FOR I =J TO JJ
800 ADD TOT TO TOTAL LET TOT =0
810 LET CY CT + I LET J =J + 12
82-0 LOOP'
830 READ N0.0F.PASES FOR I =1 TO NO.OF.BASES READ BASEOTv kIY
840 READ CIRF

80 FORP I 2 TO NO.OF.?StSES LET ;H^SECT,(I) = A3'EQTv1l) + SE'r-
860 LET = I LET S.!* (:)z

-~~ -;' - - -------- -----------------------------
E^,D Cc 4 ScN1T D0

890 PEAD -;,E11 7
900 SDRmE.SRU.H3.SR.HR.RS4,).roST I),CN.FAC(I)
901 LET S!RAIE=SIRATE*1.00
902 LET SDRATE=SD.RATE*I.00
903 LET SRU.HRS(1,I)=SRU.HPS(I .D1l.0)
904 LET SRU.HRS2&.I)S'u.HRS(2.I):1.00
905 LET fRU.HF3(3,I)=SRIJ.HRS(j.I)*1.00
906 LET SUHS4I~P.Rv,)I0
910 LET SRLIROB(I = RFAC * (SIRATE + SN'ATE) / (EFA!L(21 1000,
920 LET SI.TOT SI.TOT + SIRATE LET SD. TOT =SlD. TOT S>T
930 LOOP
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940 LET SI.PER = SI.TOT I (51.70T SD.TOT)
9 2 0 L R U D A T A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-

964 READ LCNT FDR I z I TO LCNT DO
970 READ NAmE( I )rME;2),LRATE.LRU.HRS(I,I),LRU.HRS(2,11,L'.> %J.: ,

980 LCOST(l.),CON.FACi+SCNT)
981 LET LRATE=LRATE,1.X1
982 LET LRU.HRS(1,I)mLRU.Hl S(I, 'PI.0'

983 LEI LRU.HRS. 2, 1LRU.HRS(2,I )*1 .O0
984 LET L'U.HR(3.I):LRU.H S(3,1,.00
990 LET LR .tPOB (I) = (.RAATE v ECNT - INFSRED) / 1000000
1000 LOOP
1010 - - - SCHEDULE INSPECTIONS AND DEPLOYMENTS
1020 FOR I I TO MAX DO
1030 IF PO (1) = 0 JUMP AHEAD ELSE
1040 LET FDAYS = 30.42 / P0 l)
1050 FOR J = I TO PQ(I) SCHE31JLC AN INSPECTION IN
1060 (PDAYS s J) + (30.42 (I -1) I (( NRE FHP) 30.42) DAYS
1070 FOR J = 1 TO PO (1)
1080 SCHEDULE A uEPLOY ENT IN (PDAYS * J) + 30.42 (I -1) DPAYS
1090 HEPRE LC'P
1100 SCHEDULE A RE...T IN YR.REFORT DAYS
l1tO SCHEDULE A ED.Cr-.O.S-ATS IN 30.A DAMS
120 SCHEDULE A D.N il 3, YR.TCTO DAYS

1130 CALL IIA.(1,I,YR.STAT)
1 40 S E7 RT S:~L~T:
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1170 ROUTINE FOR IN IVAL1ZATI6N
11eo LET TIME.U=.O0
1190 LET SIm=511

1200 IF SIM:31
1210 LET SEED:1

1220 LET SED:10

1230 JUMP AHEAD

1240 ELSE

1250 IF SIM=21
1260 LET SEED=l

1270 LET SED=10
1280 JUMP AHEAD
1290 ELSE

1300 IF SIM:1I
1310 LET SEED=

1320 LET SED =9
1330 ALWAYS HERE

1340 LET SEED=:EED*I

1350 LET YR.ST4PT=YP.BEG LET IMO=' I.ET PLANES=0

160 LET ENGS=O LET ?=I LET SEI'llT 2(I
13?0 LET ICOUNT=0 LET FHT=,) LET ORG.
1380 LET E;CNT=O LET ZREM(1)0 LET '>(2:O

1390 LET DEP.HPS=O LE E e )= LET Er' ,I :-

1400 LET TRANS=O LET SC4T= -E CNT2
1410 LET INT.HRS0 LET IS.:S=0 LET IS.;-4SO
1420 LET ERE (5)=O LET LRUCNT:,) LET K.wRS=,)

1430 LET IL.HRS=O LET L L. ., LiT I.L'5.)
1440 LET E;EM(61=0 LET TOT.COST=O El Ti.J.;S3%,
1450 LET FIN.COST=O LET 3 ES,50)O
1460 FOR I=! TO LCVT DO

1470 LET LRUiREMI)O)
1480 LOOP
1490 FOR i=I TO SCNT DO

I=oo
1510 LOOP

1520 FOR I=1 TO LCNT+SCN'T DO

1530 LET LEVEL(I)hO
1540 LET SPARES(I)=0
1550 LET CONDEMS(I)=O

1560 LOOP
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1570 ... SCHEDULE INSPECTIONS AND DEPLOYMENTS --
1580 FOR I 1 TO MAX DO
1590 IF PO (1) = 0 JUMP ,HEAD ELSE
1600 LET PDAYS = 30.42 / P0 (I)
1610 FOR J = I TO FI) SCIE!ULE AN INSPECTION IN
1620 (PDAYS * J) + (30.42 0 (I - 1)) + ((INFREQ / FHP) 1 30.42) DAYS
1630 FOR J = I TO PQ (I)
1640 SCHEDULE A DEPLOYMENT IN (PDAYS .o J) + 30.42 *. (I -1) DAYS
1650 HERE LOOP
1660 SCHEDULE A REPORT IN YR.REPORT .DAYS
1670 SCHEDULE*A EwD.OF.MO.STATS IrN 30.41 mA5S
1680 SCHEDULE A SCHED.TCTO IN 366 :-YRTCTO DAYS
1690 IF SIW<ST RETURN ELSE
1750
1760 STOP END
1770

1780 EVENT DEPLOYMENT

1190 ADD I TO PLANES ADD ECNT TO ENGS
1800 IF PLANES ; .HS :QOTY (B) ADD I TO SE.ROT (2) ADD TO B
110 ALWA S REU J E'!D
1820
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1830 EVENT INSPECTION
1840 DEFINJE SPAC AS A R~EAL VARIABLE LET SFAC = 1 .0
1850 ADD I TO ICOUNT ADD ECNT 0 INFREG TO FHT
1960 ADD IMtAN TO ORG.HF:S
1870 LET TO =0 IF RANDOM'.F(SED) e OVER.PER LET TO0 10 ALWAYS
1880 '' CHECK FOR AN ENGIN4E REMOVAL
1890 IF RANDOM.F(SED) :1ER.PROB GO 0 TO REMOVE.ENG' ELSE GO TO -'CHECI<,.LRU'
1900 'REMOVE.ENG
19i0 ADD 1 TO ERCNT ADD 55 TO ORG.HRS
1920 DEFINE X AS A REAL VARIABLE LEI X =RANDOM.F(SEEI)
1930 IF X < EFAIL(l) GO TO 'MAJOR.DiA1AGE- ELSE
1940 I F X EFAIL I ) AND X -I' (1 - EFAIl-I) ) GO TO 'SRJ.CAUSED'
1950 ELSE GO TO LRU.CAUSED'
1960 'MAJOR.IiAmAGE'
1910 ADD 1 TO EREM(l) ADD EOH.HR.S TO DEP.HRS
1980 ADD ETCOST TO TRANS ADD 10 TO 9"G.HrqS 'PA'CK ENGINE
19QO SCHEDULE AN ENGINE.REFAIR IN TO + TE + E1D'IE + TE ;iAf5
2000 PERFO~m S;APE .CHECK 50i G0 TO CHEK .LP'J
2010 L R U.CAIJ S E P

200 ADO 1 TO ERE.1(21 ADD 46 TO INT .HQS
2030 SCHEDULE AN ENGINE.REPAIR IN 15 DAYS
2040 PERFORA SPA;E.CHECKV.5O0 GO TO 'CHECK.LRU-'
2050 "SRU.CALISED)
10 6 0 ADD I TO EREMl'3)
2070 SCHEDULE AN ;E TNS2.E~i,4R ',N EbTIHE DAYS
2080 PERFORM SPARE .CHECK !(30)
2090 IF RArJDOH.F(SlEl') S I .PER GO O DEFPOT .f"EPA I RF.PIJ' ELSE
2100 'IPEIR.0F.qRU
2110 ADD 1 TO EREM(4) ADD LTCOST TO TRANS Ci2MPoNEfJT
2120 FOR I 1 TO SCNT DO
2130 IF RANDOM.F(SEED) -,SPURPOD1(I)
21140 ADD I TO 3UE I ADD 1 TO SCiNTI
2150 ADD SRU.HRS(1,I) * SFA'C TO INT.HiS
2160 AD Ii U. D(, VSF!,C TO IS.H;FS
21 70 LET SFAC =.
21,8C -DO c RU. H;" 2,I1 TO 1. .H PS
2190 ailD s R u. iR - 1 T DS .H RS
2200 iCHEDULE A INTER.REPAIR(I) IN SBTIME DAYS
2210 OEPFORM SPARE.CHECK(l)
2220 AL'.AYS L-OGj GO TO 'CHlECK .LRU"
2230 'DEPOT.REPAIR.OF.SR'
2240 AD' I TO EREN1(5) ADD SICOST TO TPANS
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2250 FOR I zI TO SCNT DO
2260 IF PAN.OM.F(E:ED 1;O P
2 2 70 A ID I T0 S'E ( ADD 1 TO SCNT2
2280 ADD SFU.HRSil,I) SrAC TO IrNT.HRS
2290 ADD S 'N'U. H RS (3,!)'IA TO '10 .HRS
2300 LET SFAC =.
2310 ADDl Sl'kU.Hl'S 4, n TO 14.R3

2320 A D Ii SU.' T 1 .,
2330 SCHEDULE A lDPO T .REP I) A~ TO + TS + 10 + SDTIME +TS DA4YS
234-) PERFORM SPARE.CHECX(l)
2350 ALWAYS LOOP
2360 -CHEU .LF"V
23 10 '' 1 UECK FOR A4N LlRU F4ILUR:E
2380 FOR I =I TO LCHT DO
2390 IF RANt'OM.F(SEED) .LRL'PRO? (I) ADD 1 TO LR'JCNT
2400 ADD I TO LRUREM (I) ADD LTCOT TO TUNG
2410 ADI' LRU.HkRS(1I) TO OF:'LHR'
2 42 0 ADD LRU.HR'3(l,', 1O OL. HR"
24 30 AD!! LRU.Pi"0(2.I) rO I iT . 4 S
2440 AD1111 L 1", . w S I21 TO IL 'PS
2450 AID L FU . H S3, 1) To D EF .8RS
2460 A DDt LRU .i4R(3 .I ) TO DL. HR3i
2470 LET 11 I ;. Su'T

2480 ~~1 3CE2L 4 EPF.FEP :11j) IN TO + TL + LDTIKE TL DW3.1
2490 PERFOR11 SPARE.CHEC.KU11)
2500 ALWAYS
2512) LOUP
252 HERE
2530 SCaUEAN INSPE:TION4 IN (IFIO IAPH) 30.42 DAYS
27540. RETRN END
2550
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2560 EVENT INTER.REPAIR(PART)
2570 IF RANDOM.F(SEED) (CON.FAC(PART)*1.00) ADD I TO LEVEL(PART)
2575 JUMP AHEAD
2580 ELSE ADD I TO CONDEMS (PART)
2590 HERE RETURN END
2600
2610 EVENT DEPOT.REPAIR(ITE4)
2620 IF RANDOM.2iSED) (CON.FAC(ITEM)*1.00) ADD I TO LEVEL(ITEM)
2625 JUMP AMEAD
2630 ELSE ADD I TO CONDEIS (ITEM)
2640 HERE RETURN END
2650
2660 EVENT ENGINE.REPAIR
2670 ADD I TO LEVEL(50)
2680 RETURN END
2690
?100 SUBROUTINE SPARE.C,,ECK(NUM)
]7'0 I SUBTIACT 1 FROM LEvEU')

2720 IF MUM 50 GO TO 'ENG.LOGIC ELSE
2730 IF NUN SCNT GO TO >LRU.LOGIC' ELSE
2740 "SRU.LOGIC"
2750 IF LEVEL(NUI) - 0 ADD 1 TO SPARES(NUM) ADD I TO LEVEL (NUM)
2760 ALWAYS JUMP AHEAD
2770 'ENG.LOGIC'
2780 IF LEVEL(50)-: B / 2 ADD 1 TO SPARES(NUM) ADD I TO LEVELkNUM)
2790 ALWAYS JUMP AHEAD
2800 'LRU.LOGIC'
2810 IF LEVEL (NUM K B / 2 ADD 1 TO SFARIS(NUM) ADD I TO L LV EL
2820 ALWAYS HERZ RETURN END
2830
2SAO EVE4T TclO
23 J0 ADD I TO EREM(6)
2860 SCHEDULE AN ENGINE.PEI:AIR IN 7 DAYS
2870 PERFORM SPARE.CI-ECK(0 )
2880 RETURN END
2890

2900 EVENT SCHED.TCTO
2910 LET TCNUM = ENGS - (12*EALL(IMO))
2920 FOR I = 1 TO TCNUM SCHEDULE A TCTO IN 360 / 'TrUM) I )AyS
2930 SCHEDULE A SCHED.TCTO IN 365 * YR.TCT0 IIAiS
2940 RETURN END
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2950
2960 EVENT END.OF.MO.STATS
2970 ADD I TO IM0
2980 IF IuMO=1
2990 LEI EALL(1= ERCNT LET EDEF'(1= EREMMf
3000 LET SPECM z ICQUNT LET ETCTOM1 EPErl(i)
3010 LET LRUSM = LR'JCHT LET SRPiSM = SCNTI + SCNT2
3020 LET DHRS(1= DEP.HRS LET EBIJY() =SPARES(50)
3030 JISAP AHEAD ELSE
3040 LET EALL(iIQ) =EIRCNT - XEALL
3050 LET EDEP(IM'O) =EREM1(1 - XEDEP
3060 LET SPEC(IMO) =ICOUIJNT XSPEC
3070 LET ETCTO(IMIJ) =EREM6) - XETCTO
3080 LET L;,US(IA0) =LRUJCNI - XLRU3
3090 LET SRIJS(1t4) =SCNII + SCNT1 - X'3RU
3100 LET DHRS'LI40) DEP.HRS - XDHPs
3110 LET EP'JT I hO) SPrARES(50) -XEBJY
3120 HERE SCHEDULE A END.O.MO.STATS IN~ 30.42 DAY-3
3130 LET XE.ALL = -C N T LET XE!,EP = RE l
3140 LET XESP'EC ICOU, I LET '%17TCTC, E, E~( o)
31 t( LET XLRU LA:UCiT LET XSRU % SCNTI + CWT12
3160 LET XDHRS s EP.HRS LET XEi1JY =SPAPEZV50)
3170 LET ECOST =SFARES(50) s ENG.COS*T
3180 FOR I =I TO SCNT
3190 LET PS PS + (SF'APES'1) - CONDES(l)) SCOST(I))
3200 LET PF-PES =PS
3210 LET PS =1
3210 FOR I = TO SCNT
3230 LET CS = CS + (COtNDEMSMI :k SCOST(J))
3240 LET CSPARES zCS
3.15. LET CS 0
3260 FOR I 1 I ECNT TO GCNT + LCNT
3270 LET LPS LPS + ((SPAEGII) - CONDEiM(I) LCOST(I -SCAM)

3280 LET LFSPARES =LPS
3.190 L5T LPS 0
3300 FOR I =I S COT TO ljCN7 + UNiT
3310 LET LCS LCS CW S I -.COST( I SCT
3320 1L7T LCSPAPES LCS
3330 LET LC3
3340 LET 1JCOST 13 G.NPS # ORATE
3350 LET HCOST INT.1HPS N IAE
3360 LET .1COSI tEF'.4RS s: DFATE
3370 LET SE.RGMT(1.'= SE.ROMT(2) 4ET 3E.ROMT(3) 1
3380 LET SE.0 =SE.ROMT(1) SE.COST(1) :#1.75

3390 LET SE.I SE.RW~(2) 1.7.CS(~ si5

3400 LET SE.0 SE.RGHT(3) .SE--.CVGST(3) *s1./25

3411) LET DIF.COST =TOT.COSI
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3410 IF UARR =
3430 LET TOT.COST = UAR3. COST 4 ECOST 4 SPARES +C3PAFRE5 +
3440 LPSPARES ,LCSPARES + OCOST + LJCOST + JCQST + SE.I +
3450 SE.0 + SE.D1 + TRANS)
3460 JUMP A14r,4 ELSE
3470 LET TOT.CrJST=
3480 (ECOST + FSP4iES .+ CSPARES + LPSPAPES + LCSF3RE3 + OCOST + DCOST
3490 ICOST + SE.1 + 5-t.0 SE.D + TRANS)
3500o qEP.E LET INT.CO' TD'T.rCDST0 - I'~r.COS7
3510 LET INF.COST =N.STU I + .PlA/2)*Il)
352') ET DIF.CCY7 TIN.COST
394D t LET TI ..C 0 3T xTlq.COST + IM.COST
35413 LE T.S TjriC03 r I.Ol:T

3'060 LET F'AN.CCST FIN.CCST + DIS.COST
35' 7 1F I MO= '
3580 LET 9f:SL7~,SlM)=FI?.COST
351;0 JUMIP AHEAD ELSE
3600 IF ,10=76
3dil0 LET %EULT(2,91M~mFIN.COST
3620 JL'MP APEAD ELSE
3630 IF IMO =i68
3640 LET <SULT(3,SIM ZIN.COST

3 i jUOP AHEAD ELSE
366 I; bi3=4
3,570 LET kESULT(4,SINl=IlN.CDST
36 if ALWAYS H E R r

6 q 0 I F '010 O. 1 U T ETL EL 9E
3100 FERF'IRO INITIALI.:ATION
3??) RETU, N END
3720
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3730 E V E NT R~E -0 R T
3740 ADD YR.REPOF<T/353 TO YlR.STARI
3750 IF YR.REPORT '> 365
3760 LJRITE Pril,YRi.START I + 1901) A*3 16, A -* "STAT Rus ,EjF,,T-C r,'7
3770 JUMP AHEAD ELSE
3780 URITE PPr'Th,Y-%.START+ 1900 AS B 16,A 6,"STATUS REPORT-CY ,(72
3790 HERE
3800 S '<IP i LINE WRITE FIN..COST AS B 17,"DISCrJUNTED COST =S",D('13,2),/
3810 SCHEDULE A REPORT IN YR.REF-ORT DAYS
3820 RETUJRN END
3830S SOURCE
3840 EXECUTE
38504 LIMITS 15,40K,-JK,2000
3860S FILE B*,B1R
3970$ ?RtIFL S ~SCtIIiU
38805'? PRMIPL 17',R,S,CACI/SIKERR
3390s DATA 0
3900$ SELECTA TEST100
3910$ SELECTA TEST.DAT
3920$ ENDJOB
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APPENDIX B

PROGRAM LISTING FOR SHORT.3
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The simulation model contained in this appendix is

written in Simscrint 11.5 and is designed for use on the AFLC

Honeywell system. The program is stored in the Create Time

Sharing System under the name of SHORT.3 and uses data files

stored under the names SHORT and TEST.DAT.
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10#MS,J :,8,16
20$ IDENT WP0354,AFIT-LS HELLESIC LARR.3
30s LIMITS 15,40K,,10K
40$ LO4LI]AD
504 OPTION FC0T7ANOMAPi:
60$ LIBRARY SL

?0s PROGRAM RLHS
80$ LIMITS 15,4OK,,II)
90s PRMFL H.,R,R,.CC I/S. ,12.5
100$ FILE *I
110$ FILE 2
1204 FILE B*.8,1S
130 PREAMBLE

140 NORMALLY Cn.Z IS -JTE:3E
S150 EVENT NOT"ICE" INCLU[E
160 DEPLOYmenT,
170 ENGINE.REF'AIR,
180 INSPECTION,
190 TCTO,

200 SCHED.TCTO.
210 END.OF.MO.STATS,
220 REPORT
230 EVERY Ir'WE.EASR ' 4A N PART
240 E-ERY DE'C.:E AIR HiAS AN !TEM
2N0 rEF:;E SP A C!. CECK A Q TI'. m ..l U

2 60 1EINZ C, T T ,LRUCNT ,SN2 ,S A , A , ,L.CNT .SI;T
14'0 DEIN YAR.ALS7 kFF

280 DEFINE V..STRT, _R .REPOT,rr., TO , i.jI ,. YR .jr3G A" ,EL VT:.3
290 L.EFINE ;NT H T , .' .F w 9', F '.E AS t': 7-
300 DEFINE LRATE. O G. S. ' . ,. 'T, .. N. r,7 r. .
310 RFACTLCRATE,,;. E. :1ETf, , . -C A T7A S.
320 DEFINE S RATE,SIAE, I.TA 7S SI .TS.- T ;5 APL -
330 DEFI.1E P rES,E S , C.S AirST; T .' 3 : ,_osT S ',

340 ':EFI'4E C'STICCST,2S7,ECS -,".

-11;0 DEFINE LcS AR E ,LCSF I. -RES.SR .S SE.i ? .-- A A .r=.

3 70 "E : V ,E .P ...; '; "' .FE AS -'E,,L V - E3

360 DEFINE P9, EREm,LR'RE',jF,SFE! S A 1 I-:Z3iC'AL ARRA'
390 DEFINE EALLEDEFSPECETCTO,LRUSSRUS,frHRSEPUf AS I- ot ' 4 A: *

40 DEFINE AVALL.XEDES'ECXETCTO, (RU, VSRUR'S.X-Jr AS
410 BEC:4E iS;.E.DS.-S,OL,-RS,iL.MRS.IL. RSA,3 AS ,EA. .,:;K.S
420 DEF! L;P ,S'PROC .F4C AS I-.' NENS1NAL A AYS
430 DEFINE SCOST, COSTSE.COST,EFAIL AS 1 -DIME4'3I04AL .EAL A<''AY
440 DEF14E LRU.HRS, SRU.'RS AS'2-I E'JSIOJAL REAL AR.A'S
450 DEFINE C KHE4S,LEVEL,SP4'ES,-AS-qTY. .R_911T AS 1-DI ENSIONrAL i AfS
460 DEFINE F;GM AS A ALPHA VARIABLE
470 DEU -i- SEED,SET AS IN tI-R "('.I..LF.
480 END
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490
50') r APN

510 RESEYVE LFUPP:0BSIF:UP'CB AS :30

520 RESE RE L RUi1E:.Sm.::E .E'-3CC7ST,I CrS 3 0
530 RESERVE AS 132 IkESERVE E ' 6
540 RESERVE BASEJTy AS 30 RESERE lE.RGM T,SE.COST,EFAXL AS 3

550 RESERYE LRU.HRS AS 3 BY 30

560 FRES ERVE S .. AS 4 Bf 30
- EEEY C~z ,2: c. E TI

580 RESERVE LE,,EL SPA;ES CON.FAC, fn .... S 50
590 DEr:NE 'JAME AS A 1-DIMUNSiON AL H1i ARRAY E SE RVE E NAE AS 2
600 DEFINE DATE AS A 1 -' I.ENSIOrAL ALPHA AIF'!"(AY RE'E'.,'E DATE A 2
610

620 READ .,ATE(i),DTATE'P,2 WRITE DATE,1 0),OTE.2) AS 9 60.2 A 5.,

630 READ 'c E CiT .,.ENG.CDST ,RFAC, 1R , .EYER
640 LET SVR S' -'
650 READ SE.COSTI;,Sr.COST' -,SE.CIST 3. ,R.C 7
660 .E.AD. FHp2rET AN TE...T;7 ' .,-":4 '

ao LET E.FKO S 'R ,E-C';"T .': '1 ;,,

680 READ 'E ,T3.EE. IM' E.lLI TI
.90 Rr-EAD ETC23T,ST '.:7 . '':, A r1 fl_
70) PEAI 11 . STAR ° .: I 1,. TfT, T. .Ul !T,SE-:,

0 LET 1:'.BEG = ''" "

20 READ; UAILV ),':AL.. 2 : I: ,
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730 PRINT 37 LINES WITH rRGM.EC.._G.C0ST,!.JRR. ST..'K:. "
740 EF A I L(3), I NF;E, I MAN,FHP,EOH.HRS,SE. IOST , CPAT.5Z.CDS- 2',
750 IRATE,SE.CC'*T(3),DRATE,TE,TS,TL,INFL;T,_nISC,ETCOST,STCCST,LTCO T,

7b0 EDTIME,EITIME,SDLTIME,SBT IME,LDTIME,GVER.PE- THUS
770 TURBINE ENGINE WARRANTY CONCEPT EVrLIJATION MODEL

780 3 LEVEL RUN FOR THE ***:* PROGRAM
790
800 THE FOLLOJING PAl AETERS WEWE USED IN THE '7-ALUATION:
810 A. THE AIRCRAFT HAS s* ENGINES AT $ .:9,9,,o,.,, PER COF

820 WARRANTY COST $
830 8. SHOP VISIT RATE IS SET AT *.*:4/1000 HOURS

840 C. FAILURE MODE DISTRIBUTION:

850 -MAJOR DAMAGE *

.qe0 -SRU CAUSE .*

870 -LRU CAUSED .*tt

SE 0 D . I N S 'i C 7C '9 P Al.AMETERS :

900 -MANHOURS * ' !7U D '. M, ""'LC-.
910 E. FLYING HOUR PA',GP'1 t* HCU'.S I MONTH
920 F. DEPOT HOURS FOR MA.OR flAtAiG
930 G. S.E. COST PER SE' L BLO' A TE;IA * Y AE

940 ORGANZATIONAL $ ********.** **

950 INTRMEDIATE S

960 DEPOT s .,

970 H. TRANSPORTATION TIME (IN DAIS)
980 -ENGINE

100 -LRU

1010 I. INFLAT:O :'TE (ROJECTE ,VCRAG.E)
,0.0 DISCOUNT RATE = t *,
101 . R AN S P 0 : T, ONTI', COSTS:

I G40 - vGINF **
c05) -SRU

1 0 0 - L R, J :

1070 O, :N ,OI. TI:^:

1080 -ENGINE 1 1;'OT) 2

1100 -FRU I .E,'uT 7
I, i 0 -SR U f ?A'3 ;- ;

1120 -LRU (DIEROT)
1130 L. PERCENTAGE OF AIRCRAFT D;PLOIE) ',VERSEAS *%

1140 -- --------------------------.-.-.--
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1150 READ MAX -OR =i TO MAX READ PQ (1)
1160 SKIP 3 LIES PRINT 2 LIiNES QI*TH '-Gil THUS
1170 -'* DELIVERY SCHEZ ,LE
1180 YR J r M A M J J A S 0 N D
1190 LET CY R.START LET J = 1
1200 FOR K = TO (MAX +1) / 12) DO
1210 WRITE CY AS I 4 LET JJ J + 11
1220 FOR I = J TO JJ ADD PO (1) TO TOT
1230 FOR I J TO i ,'RITE P 9 (I) AS (;2) I 4
12,) WRITE TOT AS q 2, I ,1 ADD TOT TO TOTAL LET TOT 0
1250 LET CY = CY + I LET J = J + 12
1260 LOOP
120 JRITE TOTAL AS B 4.6,"'TOTAL=",I 4,.'
1280 -.......................
1290 READ N,).v7F.P'SES FOR I 1 TO NO.OF.?,AES READ BASE0Tf (I)
1300 READ EI
1310 SKIP I L'JE PRINT 2 LINEI THU,
1320 BASE ;IEFLOr.1ENT T SCHEDULE
1330 BASE # # OF A'
1340 FoR I = 1 TO NO.O.BASES - 1 WRI TE I,B4E,-TYI' 'S I 5,I 0,
1350 FOR I =2 TO . BAF.z EO S LET P. A _ E.TY(I. .ETfI+ E0TYI-I
1360 LET B = I LET SE.RO,".T (2)
1370 .. - - - SCHEDULE Is PE; rTI NS ..-._l DEPLOYM-E ,TS- - - -- - -- -- -
1380 FOR, I 1 TO MAX DO
1390 IF P0 (1) = 0 JUMP AHEAD ELSE
'400 LET ?D'3 = 30.42 / P0 (I)
1410 FOR 1 = TO Q(1) SCHEDULE AN iNSFIECTION IN
1420 (RPDAYS * J) + (30.42 * (I - I) + ((I4FRE0 / I-) * 30.42) D,YS
1430 FOR J = 1 TO PQ (I)
1440 SCHEDULE A -EPLO4ENT I4 (PDAYS J) + 30.42 1 -)) A'-YS
1450 HERE L.OP
1460 SRU DATA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
1470 START NEW PAGE PRINT 4 LIJES THUS
1 45, "JRR'EI.3II . AD D'AINA,;NA51" TY DAT4

pE-4:P'ED 11T INTER REP ,I2Er: 4T n1:c-T
"T DEP MAIN I4T ,E': .-" ET CO-,

5) .. MIHR ACT HR MHR H :R v "
i 521) RE- D SCT FOR I I TO SCIJT 10
1530 READ "A 1 ',M .AE(2),3I.ATE-, R.H v,,,U.R:'(2.U
15') S[RATE.SRU.HRS(3..I' .SRU.HRS(4.I,.. OuT( ,CQO4.FAC(I'

1550 WRITE I.,A E ( ),:4E 2'.SIR !',SFU.-.,, . ,U::S 2, ,
1560 SDRATE . 1S U 4 P , . ' .. .
15?0 AS I 2.B 4,2 A 6,3 D(7,I).S 4.3 D ',1 I(6,.,.>7,_, " ,
1580 LET 5"UPPOB(I) = RFAC * (SIRATE + S!RATE) / (EFAL,2) ..* 11 .r)
1590 LET -I.TOT SI.TOT + SIRATE LET SD.TOT - SD.TOT + SRATE
1600 LOOP
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1610 LET SI.PER =SI.TOT / (SI.TOT + SD.TOT)
1620 ''LRU DATA- -- -------------- -- -- --
1630 START NEU PAGE PRINT 2 LINES THUS
1640 LRU REL!ABILITi AND fiAINTAIrJABILITY DATA COND'.
1650 REMIOVAL RATE ORG-tQIRS INTER-MHR3 DEP-icHRS COST FAC
1660 READ LCNT FOR I TO LCNT DO
1670 READ NAI E(1 ),NAtiE(2) .LI ATE,LR-U.HRS'.1,I) ,LRU.HRS(2,I) ,LRU.IARS'3,1.,
1680 LCOSTI),CGN.FAC(l.SCNT)

LETQ LUiOE (I) z(LRATE 0 ECNT * INFREQ) / 1000000
1700 URITE i,NAE(1) ,NAME(2) .LRATE.LRiU.RS(1 ,I),LRU.HR S(2,I),Lr U.p-S(3,i

1710 LCOST(I) ,CON.FAC(I4SC'NTi
1,7:0 AS 1 2,? 4.2 A 6,4 11,)r(0)D62/
1730 LOOP

1 SCHEDJ' 'E A R E!. C RT I N Y R .RE PQR7 DAYS
17FO SCHEIO ! -E A E41D.01F.MO.STAIS IN 30.4i DAYS
1760 s CHE fiL - A SCHED.TCTLI IN 36~6 YP.TCTO DA;YS
1770 CALL 0RGIN.RU1,1,YR.TAl;,T)
1780 START SIMULATION
1,740 END
1200

1810 E:)Ef4T EL ET
19210 A.; O PIAr4ES ADD C.N TO EOGS
1830 IF PLANES .; ASEUTY 1)AD TO SE.kRQ,'T 2)ADO11 'O B
1240 ALQ:YS RETURN END
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1860 EVENT iNSPECTI0cN
1870) DEFINE SFAC AS3 A ',EtL V'ARIABLE LET E-FAC = 1.0
1880 ADD 1 TO ICOUNT ADD ECNT oINFRL:Q TiO FHT
1890 ADD IMAN TO OF:G.HRS
1900 LET TO =0 IF RAND'JM.F(SED) --. OYER.FER LET TO 10 ALW~AYS
1910 CHECK FOR ANi ENGINE -REMOVAL
1920 IF RANDOM.F(SEDIJ . R.FROB GO TO 'RE )VE.ENG- EL'E Gil TO 'CHECr,.LgU<Il
I Q30 PE m YE . N
1940 ADIL TO E' -T Air' J5 TO 0!-G .:+RG
1950 DEFINE X AS A ?':-:AL VAR~IABLE LET X RANr'OM.F(Sl EO
1960 1IF X EFAIL( 1 50 TO ~iAJ 10RDA M G E 1-1E
19?0 I F X E EF AIL ( I AND i " ( 1 - :FAIL(3) ) GO TO SaPU.CAUSj-ED-
1980 ELSE GO0 TO0 'L PU .C AU SED1
1990 M A JOR .1 t mA E
2000 ADD 1 TO EREHM 7 DED 0O1. H !I,'S TO 0t' "-P . HR9
2010 ADD ETCOST TC TRANS Artf, 1 TO 'JRG. HR-3 F AC EilfINE

2~ C. SCHEDULE AN EN:j.EA r !T ' + ',E + EtTIOE 4 TE D;.-iS
PERFORM SPARE. CHEr':t 50i c- TO0 E

2040 'LRU.C"AUSEll
2050 ADDtI1 TO EREM(2) ADD 46 TO INT.H4RS
2060 SCHEDUILE AN EIJGINE.REr-AIR IN 15 DAYS
2 0 70 PERFO;,, SPARE. CHECK (50) GO TO CH! CK.LRU'
2090 'SRU.CAL'SEII'
2090 ADD 1 TO EE3
2100 SC EDLE AN 1--.J'I4E .REPA1R IN E'H71< DA fS

2110 PERFORm SPAR:E. CHECR '50)
2120 IF RADMFSEi.~~E~GO T EE:TREARO~~U ES
2130 1i E P AIRcS -,U
2140 ADD 1 TO EREm~l AOD LICOST TO T;"kAr3 COMPONENT

2160 FORj D S TO, SLrJ I :0 o N ;

22 00 LET SFAC =.6
21210 ADPD SRU.H!I-S(2.I) TO E.R

220ADD SRU.IN3( I. I ) TO D'~S.4
22 30 SCHEDULE A INTER'.RE;:API) IN STiEDAYS
2240 PERFORM SPARE'c.CHEC-I)
2250 ALUAYS 1-OO1" G0 TO -CHECK. LRU'
2260 'DEPOT.REPAIR.OF.SRU-'
22-70 ADD 1 TO EREM(5) ADD STCOST TO TPANS
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2280 FOR I I TO SCNI DO
2290 IF RANDOM. FSE $E SFRUPRO)(i)
230) A1P 1 70 SRURE I) ADD 1 70 SCNT2
2310 ADD SRU.HPS(3,l) * SFAC TO INT.HRS
2320 ADD SRU.HRS(3,I)*SFAC TO IS.HRS
2330 LET SF4C = .6
2340 ADD SPJU.HRS(4. I TO 'EP.HRS
2350 ADD SRU.HRS(4.1) TO DS.HS3
2360 SCHEDULI: A DE T .R E"AIP T1 ( T[ 7C + SUT-, T3
2370 pE RF 0 R '4'E, CHEC l
2380 ALWUVS LOOP
2390 'CHJI: . LRU

2400 CHECX FOR A0 LRU FAILURE
2410 FOR I 1 TO LCT DO
2420 IF RANDOM.F(SEEBt < LI'UPR04 II.' ADD 1 7 L:UCNT
2430 ADD I TO LRUREM (1l) ADD LTCOST 7T TRANS

2440 'ADD LRU.HR1SI,I) T0 OG. 45
24503 APD LRU.HRS( ,I TO 0L.HiS
2460 A..I LRJ .K, S TO INT. 14S

2480 ADD LRU.HR(3,! TO 11 .H'S

2490 ADD LRU. R(3,1) 3 DL.HS
2500 LET 'I I -^:T

2510 SCHECDLE , P,-T.F::FAIR FIi IY TO + TL + LDTI,- + TL DAYS
2520 PEPPORm SF E.VdECKUII)
2530 ALWAYS
2 540 OP
2'3 ) H E:E

"-, 0 I {.U.E " ''-.-S ' ' I' [HFlq --? 30 4 'Y

57 -7 IN Z:16
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2580

2590 EVENT IiNTER.REPAIR(F'ART)
2600 IF RANDOM.F(SEED) '. C04.FAC(PART) ADD I TO LEVEL(PFRI) JUMP AHEAD
2610 ELSE ADD 1 TO CONDEMS (PART)
2620 HERE RETURN END
2630
2640 EVENT DEPOT.REPAIR(ITEM)
2650 IF RANDOA.F(SE-J) COP.FAC(ITEM) ADD I TO LEVEL(ITEA) JUMP AHEAD
2660 ELSE ADD 1 TO CONDEMS (ITEM)
2670 HERE RETURN END
2690

2690 EVENT ENGI'i.REPAIR
2700 ADD I TO LEVEL(50)
2710 RETURN END
2720
2730 SU8ROUTINE SF'ARE.CHECK(NUMi)
2740 SUBTRACT I FROM LEVEL(NUM)
2750 !F NUM : 50 GO TO ENG.LJGIC" ELSE
2760 IF NU SCNT GO TO "LRU.LCGIC" ELSE
21"0 " RU.LOGIC... IF LE E,(EU') '. 0O L V L (ie
_ :) IF LEVEL(NUM) 0 ADD' 1 TO 3 Ee't"Jil) Am'D 1 TO LEVEL (NUM)
2790 ALWAYS JUMP AHEAD
2800 ENG.LOG!C,
2810 IF LEVEL(50) ; B / 2 ADD 1 TO SPARE (NUM) ADD I TO LEVEL(NUM)
2820 ALW4YS JUMP AHEAD
2830 "LRU.LOGIC'
2840 IF LEVEL(NUM) B / 2 A,"" 1 TO SPA' ES(NUN) ADD 1 TO LEVEL(NUM)
2850 ALWAYS HERE RETURN END
2860

2870 EVENT TCTO
2880 ADD 1 TO EREA(6)
2891 SCHEDULE AN ENGINE.REPAIR IN 7 DAYS
2900 PERFORM SPARE.CHECK(50)
2910 RETURN END
2920
2930 EVENT SCHED.TCTO
2940 LET TCNUM = ENOS - (12*EEALL(IMO))
2950 FOR I = I TO TCNUM SCHEDULE A TCTO TN (360 / TCNUM) k I DAYS
2960 SCHWIjLE A SCHED.TCTO IN 365 * YR.TCTf) DAYS
2970 RETURN END
2980
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290 EV'NT END.CF.MO.STATS
30.)o AliF 1 TO IMO
3010 IF IhO 1
3020 LET EALLM = EF:CNT LET Er'EPf EREMM.1
3030 LET SPEC(l) =ICluNT LET ETCTOM1 EP'-E~(.~)
3040 LET LRUS( 1) LRUCIT LET SF:US(1 ) CNTI + SCOlT'
3050 LET DHRSM = DEP.HRS LET EBIJY(1) SPARES(50)
3060 JUt4P AHEAD ELSE
3070 LET Et-LL( IMO) P'RCINT -XEALL

1090 LET EDEP(IMO) E:l Ei~i) - X[DIEP
3070 LET SPEC(IIIO) AlCOUNT - XSPEC
3100 LET ETC'tO(:MO) ERm6)- XETCTO
3110 LET LP)US(!M0 LRUCNJT - XLRU
3120 LET SRUS( IM1O) S C T1I + S CN 12 - XSRU
3130 LET DHRS(IMO) DEP.HRS - XDHRS
3140 LET EBW.'MIO) SPARES(50 -

3150 HERE SCHEDULE A E.ND.G!0V.Tvi :N 30.X bC i
3160 LET XEM"LL rERC.VT LET XEDEF' EEM
3170 LET XSPEC =iCOUNT LET XETCTO =EREm(6)
3180 LET XLPU =LRUCNT LET XSr.U = 3CNT) + SCNTZ
3190 LET XPHRS =DEP.8PS LET 'XEWlY SA~E~
32,0 0 LET ECOST =SPARES~f-)) k F-O.C213T
3210 F 0 : TO SC.7
31220 LET PS ± PS + ( SPjAP:S (I - p.-H corCEsI I

3230 LET FSFARES =PS
3 "'4 0 LET PS =0

3250 FOR I -=I TO SCNT
3260 LET CS =CS + (CONDEdS) **SCOST(I

3270 LET CSPAPES = CS
3280 LET CS =(
32 90  FIR I =1 4SCNT TO SCiNT +LCCNT
3300 LET LPS = LS + u(SF'AES(I - COMNES(P) LCOS'T(I SrAT:-
33,10 LET LPSFARES =LPS
'33:0 LET LPS =0
3330 FOR I =1 + SCNT 7q SrCNT + LCNT

i 1ml L ET LCS =LL' C.:ESI LCOST(I - SC,47))
LEI U';

L':) LT L C, 5
3370 LET -,C il iT = O.HRS :t GATE
3380 LET IC 05T = fIST .HRS aIRATE
3390 LET DC'JST DEF .HP1 A DRATE
3400 LET S E 0 lT ( I) 8E.C ET I-E 1.RO'T(3) 1
3410 LET SE.0 SE,.RQMTl(1) * E.COSTMP 1.75
3420 LET 1E.1 SE.RCMT;(2) * Sr-.COiT2 1.15
3430 LEI, SE.ti= SE.ROG1T(3) -t SE-COS7.(3) a1.75
3440 LET !1IF.COST TOT.coir
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34Z0 IF UAFr.
3460 LEl T.COST (~.OT+ ECOST 3IRS+2E -

34;' L0~ ~ E + LCSPA ES + OCOST + DICi3St + ICO'ST 4s

3480 SE.O + E:E.l + TRANS)
3490 JUM AHEAD E--L SE
3500 LET T7)T.COSTz
3510 (ECOST + PSPA, ES + CSPARES + LPSPARES + LCSPARES + OCOST + DC(JSI
3520 ICOST + SE.I + SE.0 *'SE.D + TkANS)
3530 HERE LET INT.COST =TCT.COST - BIF.COST
3540 LET INF.COST =INT.COSTsU(i +(NLT1f~(M

3550 LET EIF.COST =TIN.CO'3T
3560 LET TIN.COi3T =Tli .CQST + INFCOST
35?0 LET INT.COST =TIN.COST - DIF.C057
3580 LET DIS-.COST= INT.COT(1,/Ui4(DIEC/1)))*IrlO)
3590 LET FIN.COST =FIN.COST + I3.Ci3ST
3600 I F ImO :.M.PJI' R;_TURN ELSE
3610 START NEW PAGE PRINi I LINE UAITH P;''3M THUS
3620 *s*PROjECTE!, _7NT~4C , 10

3 63 0 FO Il T TO I M 0UQFI TE 'f R. ?!_ + 1T (1/12 A '0,2)
3640 SKIP ILINE PRINT 1. L!47 THL>
3650 INSPECTIONS
3660 FOR I1 1 TO IMOJ WRITE SPEC(I) AS 1 10
3670 SKIP 1 LINE PRINT 1 IINE TWIJS
3680 ENGINE P:EMOI)ALS (EXCLUDING TC TOS)
3690 FOR I =1 TO IMO WRITE E.-LLtW A~S I :
37,00 SKIP 1 LINE PPINT 1 LINE THUJS
3 71 0 ENGINE REMOVALS i ' EPOT)

370 FOR I I TO I il 0 URI T;:'' ~DEP ( AS I 10
3730 SKIP ILINE PRINT I LINE THUS
37;0 ENGINE ,ZA~jVALS (TCTO)
3750 FOR I 1 TO lhMO WRITE ETCTOWI AS I 10
37e0 SKI LINE FRINT 1 LINE THUS
.3770 'PAPE E4'G7.E :.EGLIIREI'ENTS
3"72 S iOR 1I TO 110O WRITE EBUY(I) AS I 10
3790 3V(I r 1 LINE PRINT 1 LIN~E THIla

C. C 1QA IN A CE C T I Q,.4S ( S?',U,;
38 i 1) 1 TOI TM') Up ITE SRUG( 1I) AS I
38210 " LINE PRINT 1,L:-'4E THUS

'Sao0 F0 13 1 TO 1 MQ WlRITE7 L-R'St' AS I lr)
3850 SKIF I LINE PRIT I LI<E THUtS
3 ? S :,,ElPOT n.!dCURS
3 87Y0 FO0:,. 1 =1 TO IMO URITE DI.RS(I) 4-S 1 10
38830 STO:* END
3890
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3:? EVENT R17POACT-
'- TART NEW PAGE

39--? ADD YR.REPORT/3&1i TO YR.STAdT

3930 IF YR.REPORT > 365
3940 WRITE PRGMl,IR.START -1 + 1900 AS B 16,A 6, "STATUS REFPPT-CY".(?
3950o JUMP AHEAD ELSE
3Q60 WRITE PRGMYR.STA;T+ 1900 AS B 6,0 6 "STATI;S SEPOPT-CY Df(,

39710 HERE SKIP 2 LINES -

39910 PRINT 3 LINES 4ITH F-HT. FRI / ECNT,ICO'J.NT THUS
3~% s~t~st~ttE41E KNG cUKR.

4000 p:t'. £$ *L-3-CR

4010 :~4INSPECTIONS PlERl'FO;rMED
4020 SKIP 1 LINE PRIN*jT 4 LINE WflTHLUr4,o.1SOAEILR iITE
4030 DL.HRStDPATE,LCNT THUS

4040 ON-WING MAINTENANCE ACTIUJITYf
4050 TO 11ATE '*.* LRUS3 HEEEN PEMOVE2. TOTAL11 MHR-%S I L(*0QA ARE
4 06'p0 -OL EVE Ll=S ** t k. I -L EY1E L~~ = it s t ,v* . * - LEL- t !-I .St 7, v* c *.

4 07?0 DISTRIBUTED AMONG 7:, *-k I5E'NT ri;_l LRUS AS J7OLLOW:

.o FOR I =ITO LCNT RI 1T E LARI:E M ) ASI 1 '5
SrIP 1 LINE

4100 S9IP 1 W~iE PIT o LINE'S _4 j

4110 ERCNT,EE$U I)EREVi2).ER-EMU(.EEM(6) THUS
4120 ENGINE PEMOJA'L INFSr0-.AT104
4130 t*ENGliNE9 RE~i'OVlED {TOTAL EXCLUDING TCTOS)
4140 t*ENGINES PEGOVED - M.AjOR EiqGiNE L
4150 Si EGINES ;,EsoY;ED - Mlr~O; EPI - 131U

4160 ssENGINES rEMOV' ED - SklU CAUSED
4170 t ENGINES REnCYED - TCTO
4180 SK(IP 1 LINE
4190 PRINT 3 L7IES 4TH SCOT", 4 SCN T2,SC.NTI ,ISHS:AE55
4200 DS.NRStD;RATE-,SCNT THUS

40 To lir T %*S Sv cl 4I T:4NCC ACTION1S41 HA'(:7 TAkEN ILCE 0JIDE AS

!2-:(ILEVEL tttttttk.t DP-LE'EL=; t ,$4r ~*t) AN
--- - - - -L~I~SO31-US -3S FOLLOI4:

42Pa FOR 1 72 NC WITE SkWUR'El (I I AS 1r 5
42Z50 SKIP 2 LINES P RI7NT 7 LINE ' WI1T i S-3P APRE3( 50 ,ES T I PUS
4260 SPAPE ?_JGT'E REOLIiPEmENTS A!,11S P TC;y15) *:t 4t~ .t

420 SKIP I LINE FRTI LiE WITH PAEST;JS
CEOEP E U E0MSPIPELINE) 5tnt $: EAKA ')Y11 -5 ;LL:

4)9,1 FOR I= I TO SCAT WRITE SP4PESCi)- CONQIE-(i' 1 4
4300 SKIP ILINE PRINT 1 LINE WITH OSAES
4310 SPARE SR-U RPEWMS (COKEDMS) Prss. k~ Cl OKE7N flO0N AS POJL LCU5:
4320 FOR I 1 10 SCNT WRITE CONVEnS(I) AS *1 4
4330 SKIP LINE PRINT 1 LINE WITH LFSP-',S THUS

4340 SPARE LRL REQMTS ( P I P E LINE) *St4:t -0# BRQKEN DOWN AIS FOLLOWS:;
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4350 FOR I = 1 + SCNT TO SCNT + LCNT WRITE SPARES (1) - CONDEr, (I) AS 1 4
4360 SKIP I LINE FRINT I LINE WITH LCSPARES THUS
4370 SPARE LRU REOLMTS (COND:E,'S $ s *:'; *" *.$:o BROKEN OIUN AS FOLLOWS:
4380 FOR I = 1 + SCNT TO SCNT + LCNT WRITE CONDEMS (1) AS I 4
4390 SKIP 1 LINE FRINT 7 LINES WITH
4400 ORG. HRS,INT. HRS. DEP.HRS.
4410 OCOST,ICIST,DCOST,
4420 SE.RCriT(I),SE.RGMIi(2),SE.RQMr(3),SE.,SE.I.SE.D THUS
4430 ORO-LEVEL iNTE -L.EL r'E2CT LE2EL
4440 MAINTENANCE
4450 MANHOURS *:0* :9*3, t 11
44o) DOLLA, S $***+*t 4 *.** $*$: $****. ** $ r i + r.+

4470 SUPPORT EOUIPMENT
4480 UNITS ** *4
4490 DOLLARS $$..-L A f V .*t
4501 SKIP I LINE PRINT I LINE ",1"TH T'ANS THUS
4510 TRANSPORTATION REQUIRErELTS *+*:&**.-*+
4520 SKIP I LINE IJRIT, TOT.COST AS B 1, "TOTAL ........ . ' /
4530 SKIP 1 LINJE 'JRITE TI,-.COST AS D .,'N .ATE. ...T

4540 SKIP I LINE RITE cIN.7OST ,-; 1' "0IOOr - T'- ,'n' i .,
4550 SKIP 1 LIOE WRITE FIN.COST,-'T AS B 17,"COS"' , 3
4560 SKIP I LINE PRINT I LINE THUS
4570
4580 SC:HEDULE A RE.'ORT IN YR.RCRT
4590 RETU'::N END

•4-610$ -X r: C' T;-

4620 _ _ I-:iT7S I+ I ' ,, -31 2000
461C0S FILC

.% .4] rATA )5
6 S Eit ATt K

4 .6.B SEL':CT, r, I.T
46q0 5:: -L-'" T- .. A
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APPENDIX C

INPUT DATA ELEMENT DICTIONARY
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Introduction: The Data Element Dictionary defines

all input parameters into both versions of the simulation

model. They are presented in alphabetical order with respect

to the variable name.
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CON.FAC(I) Real The percentage of the total
of all failures that are not
reparable and must be replaced.

DATE(I) Alpha The date of the last revision
of the data set.

DISC Real The discount rate at which
the costs are converted back
to a single year dollar set.

DPATE Real The rate used for cost
accounting of depot work.
It includes both labor and
materials.

EBTIME Integer The total time necessary for
repair of an engine on base
including repair and testing.

ECNT Integer The total number of engines
per aircraft.

EDTIME Integer The total time an engine is
out of service due to depot
repair.

EFAIL(A) Real Distribution of failures
expressed as a percentage for
SRU, LRU or Major Engine
Failure.

ENG.COST Real Total cost of a spare engine.

EOH.HRS Real Total hours required for a
total- engine overhaul.

ETCOST Integer Cost to transport an engine
from base to depot.

FHP Integer Total flying hours per month
that each A/C will accrue.

IMAN Real Organizational manhours required
for the inspection of an engine.

INFLAT Real The expected rate of inflation.

INFREQ Integer Interval in aircraft flying
hours between inspections.
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IRATE Real The rate used for cost
accounting of intermediate
work and includes labor and
materials.

LCNT Integer The total number of LRUs
identified in the engine.

LCOST(I) Real Cost of each individual LRU.

LDTIME Integer The total time necessary for
repair of an LRU at depot level.
Including repair and testing
but not transportation.

LRATE Real The projected removal rate
for each LRU.

LRU.HRS(A,I) Real Manhours required for the
repair process for each LRU
when A is the level and I
is the item.

LTCOST Integer Transportation cost for
shipping an LRU from base
to depot.

-MAX Integer Total number of aircraft in
the simulation.

MO.QUIT Real The total number of months
to be simulated.

NAME(A) Alpha Two part names for each SRU
and LRU.

NO.OF.BASES Integer Total number of bases to be
activated.

ORATE Real The rate used for cost
accounting of organizational
level work. It includes both
labor and materials.

OVER.PER Real The percentage of aircraft
to be deployed overseas.

PQ(I) Integer The number of aircraft to
be delivered each month.

PRGM Alpha Title of the modeled system.
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RFAC Real Conversion factor for analysis
of probability distributions
on SRU and LRU failures.

SBTIME Integer Time necessary for repair of
an SRU at base level.

SCNT Integer Total number of SRUs identified
in the engine.

SCOST(I) Real The cost of each SRU.

SDRATE Real The projected removal rate
for SRUs to be repaired at
depot level.

SDTIME Integer Time necessary for repair of
an SRU at the depot.

SECOST(A) Real Support Equipment kit costs
at the three levels.

SED Integer Random number generator
seed selector.

SEED Integer Random number generator
seed selector.

SIRATE Real The projected removal rate
for SRUs to be repaired at
the I level.

SRU.HRS(A,I) Real Total hours for repair of an
SRU at either intermediate
or depot.

STCOST Integer Cost to transport an SRU from
base to depot.

SVR Real The projected rate at which
engines are removed and sent
to the intermediate shop.

TE Integer Transportation time in days
from base to depot for an
engine.

TL Integer Transportation time in days
from base to depot for an LRU.
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TS Integer Transportation time in days
from base to depot for an SRU.

WARR Integer Indicator as to warranty or
non-warranty option.

WARR.COST Real Total cost of the warranty
package.

YR.REPORT Real Period between reports.

YR.START Real Year in which the simulation
starts.

YR.TCTO Real Time interval between
scheduled TCTOs.
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APPENDIX D

INTERNAL VARIABLE DICTIONARY
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Introduction: The Internal Variable Dictionary

provides a definition for the internal variables of the two

versions of the simulation model. These definitions are

useful in understanding the logic of the simulation strategy.
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B Integer Indicator of bases.

CONDEMS(ITEM) Integer Total parts condemned at
depot level for each SRU
and LRU.

CONDEMS(PART) Integer Total parts condemned at
intermediate level for each
SRU and LRU.

CS Integer Intermediate variable for
calculating CSPARES.

CSPARES Integer Total spares of each SRU
procured to replace condemned
SRUs.

CY Integer Incremented variable based
on YR.START for output with
delivery schedule.

DCOST Integer Total cost for labor and
material at the depot level.

DEP.HRS Real Total depot hours expended
to date.

DHRS(IMO) Integer Mon-hly depot hours incurred.

DIF.COST Real Intermediate variable for
accouniting of total costs
and total inflated costs to
date of the previous month.

DIS.COST Real Total discounted costs of
the current month.

DL.HRS Real Total D-level hours accrued
associated with SRU repair.

DS.HRS Real Total depot hours accrued
associated with SRU repair.

EALL(IMO) Integer Monthly engine removal count.

EBUY(IMO) Integer Monthly spare engine
procurements.

ECOST Integer Total cost of all spare
engines procured.
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EDEP(IMO) Integer Monthly major engine removals.

ENGS Integer Tabulator for total engines
in the system.

ERCNT Integer Counter for total engine
removals to date.

EREM(l) Integer Major engine damage counter.

EREM(2) Integer Total LRU caused engine
removals to date.

EREM(3) Integer Total SRU caused engine
removals to date.

EREM(4) Integer Total engine removals due
to SRU failure and repaired
at I-level.

EREM(5) Integer Total engine removals due
to SRU failure and repaired
at D-level.

EREM(6) Integer Total engine removals due
to TCTO actions.

ER.PROB Real Probability of an engine

removal.

ETCTO(IMO) Integer Monthly TCTO driven removals.

FHT Integer Tabulator of total engine
flying hours.

FIN.COST Real Total cost including infla-
tion and discounting to date.

I Integer Counter.

ICOST Integer Total cost for labor and
material at the intermediate
level.

ICOUNT Integer Tabulator of total number of
inspections having occurred.

II Integer Counter.

IL.HRS Real Total I-level hours accrued
associated with LRU repair.
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IMO Integer Month indicator.

INF.COST Real Total inflated costs of the
current month.

INT.COST Real Total inflated cost to date
of the previous month.

INT.HRS Real Total intermediate hours
expended to date.

IS.HRS Real Total intermediate hours
accrued associated with SRU
repair.

J Integer Counter.

JJ Integer Counter.

K Integer Counter.

LCS Integer Intermediate variable used
to calculate LCSPARES.

LCSPARES Integer Total spares of each LRU
procured to replace condemned
LRUs.

LEVEL(50) Integer Total spare engines available.

LEVEL(ITEM) Integer Total spare parts available
for each SRU and LRU.

LEVEL(PART) Integer Level to date of each spares
pool of LRUs and SRUs.

LPS Integer Intermediate variable for
calculating LPSPARES.

LPSPARES Integer Total spares of each LRU
procured to fill the pipeline.

LRUPROB(I) Real Probability for failure of
a specified LRU.

LRUREM(I) Integer Total LRU removals by each
type.

LRUS(IMO) Integer Monthly LRU removal count.
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NUM Integer Incremented identifier for
SRUs and LRUs.

OCOST Integer Total cost for labor and
material at the organizational
level.

OL.HRS Real Total O-level hours accrued
associated with LRU repair.

ORG.HRS Real Tabulator for total number
of organizational hours
utilized.

PDAYS Real Time in between delivery of
aircraft during a specified
month.

PLANES Integer Tabulator for total aircraft
in the system.

PS Integer Intermediate variable for
calculating PSPARES.

PSPARES Integer Total spares of each SRU
procured to fill the pipeline.

SCNT1 Integer Total SRUs failed and
repaired at I-level.

SCNT2 Integer Total SRUs failed and
repaired at D-level.

SD.TOT Real Total maintenance actions
for SRUs at D-level.

SE.D Integer Total cost for SE at the
depot level.

SED Integer Incremented argument for
randomizing the number
generator.

SEED Integer Incremented argument for
randomizing the number
generator.

SE.I Integer Total cost for SE at the
intermediate level.
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SE.O Integer Total cost for SE at the
organizational level.

Si ,MT(l) Integer Total SE sets required for
the O-level.

SE.RQMT(2) Integer Total SE sets required for
the I-level.

SE.RQMT(3) Integer Total SE sets required for
the D-level.

SFAC Real Factor for reduction in labor
hours due to multiple fail-
ures in one removal.

SI.PER Real Probability of depot repair
of an SRU.

SI.TOT Real Total maintenance actions
for SRUs at I-level.

SPARES(NUM) Integer Total spare engines procured.

SPEC(IMO) Integer Monthly inspections.

SRUPROB(I) Real Probability for failure of
a specified SRU.

SRUREM(I) Integer Total removals of each SRU.

TCNUM Integer Accounts for engines having
complied with TCTO actions
and not requiring further
scheduling.

TIN.COST Real Total inflated cost to date.

TO Integer Factor for addition of extra
repair time if engine is
overseas.

TOT Integer Total number of engines
delivered in one year.

TOTAL Integer Total number of engines
delivered.

TOT.COST Real Basic total cost to date.
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TRANS Integer Total transportation costs
incurred to date.

X Integer Random variable for deter-
mination of engine failure
mode.

XDHRS Integer Total report hours incurred
(to previous month).

XEALL Integer Total engine removals (to
previous month).

XEBUY Integer Total spare engines procured
(to previous month).

XEDEP Integer Total major engine removals
(to previous month).

XETCTO Integer Total TCTO driven engine
removals (to previous month).

XLRUS Integer Total LRU removals (to
previous month).

XSPEC Integer Total inspections (to
previous month).

XSRUS Integer Total SRU removals (to
previous month).

YR. BEG Real A static variable allowing
the incremented variable
YR.START to be used at a
later point.
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APPENDIX E

MODEL LOGIC
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The purpose of this appendix is to provide an indepth

view of the model logic to provide an understanding of the

actual process used to simulate the Engine O&S System. This

analysis is accomplished by a reverse flow process. The

analysis starts with the monthly statistics event and defines

the derivation of the final cost. Each Discrete Event is

then discussed.

Event Monthly Statistics

Final Discounted Cost

This is the measure of system performance and is the

major piece of data collected. It is calculated from the

total inflated O&S costs using the following formula:

/ 1
Discounted Cost Inflated Cost (Discount Rate) IMO
for Month IMO for Month IMO i+\ 12

The discounting is done on a monthly basis and is accomplished

in order to provide a true representation of costs in similar

year dollars. As stated before, the discounted costs are

derived from inflated cost as shown in the following paragraph.

Inflated Cost

This cost is an adjusted O&S aggregate cost after

inflation growth. The inflation calculation is performed as

follows:

Inflated Cost Monthly Aggregate(1+ (Inflation Rate/12 IMO)
for Month IMO - O&S Cost
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Monthly Aggregate O&S Cost

This is the total of all monitored costs and involves

the summation of a number of variable values. Each variable

will be discussed and traced back to their respective origins.

The first variable, WARR.COST, is the cost of the

warranty. Not only is this value an input to the aggregate

cost, it is a direct input as a system parameter. Therefore,

this value is supplied directly from input witheut any

transformation.

Second is the total cost for spare engines (ECOST)

which is computed by a multiplication of the total engines

required for spare assets by the actual cost of the engines.

The latter is an input value while the former is accumulated

as follows. During the spare check routine, the level of

engines is queried. If it is below a level equal to 1/2 the

total number of bases, another engine is procured. Engines

are decremented from the spares level at the beginning of the

spare check routine as a result of engine removals in the

inspection event. An engine removal can occur due to major

damage, LRU failure or SRU failure. The decision factor is

the input parameter "failure mode distribution" which defines

the percentage of all removals attributed to each of the three

possibilities. The use of a simple random number generator

allows the use of these probabilities in randomizing the

decision. The overall engine removal decision is controlled

by another random number generator compared to an engine
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removal probability. This probability is calculated from

the product of three input parameters; shop visit rate, total

number of engines on the aircraft, and the inspection frequency

divided by 1000:

ER.PROB = (SVR*ECNT*INFREQ)/1000

Having derived the total engine cost, the third cost

factor is the cost of pipeline SRU and LRU spares.

SRU/LRU Spares Cost (Pipeline)

The pipeline is defined as the total number of units

necessary to allow normal operations taking into accound repair

times, transportation times and failure rates. These costs

for the total number of SRU or LRU spares necessary to fill

the pipeline is calculated by the product of the total number

required, times their individual costs. The individual unit

costs are stored in an array and each month the total cost is

calculated for each SRU or LRU. This total cost calculation is

accomplished by taking the total units procured and subtracting

the total number of units condemned. This gives a true figure

of SRUs or LRUs required solely for the pipeline. Total SRU/

LRU procurements are driven by the spare check subroutine which

causes the purchase of a specified unit if the total in the

spares pool falls to zero for SRUs, or less than 1/2 of the

total number of bases for LRUs. Spares pool usage is, in turn,

controlled by item removals in the inspection event. The

probability of an SRU or LRU failure is generated using the

following equations for SRUs and LRUs:
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Eected E cte SRU
Mainte- Mainte- Failure Shop

SRU.PROB = nance + nance Rate 0 Visit 0 1000
Actions Actions Proba- Rate
at Inter- at Depot bility
mediate

LRU.PROB = (Maintenance Total # Inspection 1,000,000L Actions of Engines Frequency /

All of the required data is provided as values to input

parameters. The use of a random number generator output to

compare to the probability on each SRU or LRU simulates the

failure in a real life situation.

SRU/LRU Spares (Condemnation)

The total cost for condemned spare SRUs or LRUs is

calculated in the same manner as the pipeline spares with the

addition of one factor; that of condemnation. It can be seen

in Figure E-1 that during the repair event the decision to

condemn is accomplished using a random number which is

compared to the appropriate input condemnation factor. The

total number of condemned units is tallied and the costs are

accumulated by the simple multiplication of the total condemned

units times their procurement cost. The latter is an input

value.

Organizational, Intermediate and Depot Costs

The next three factors in the aggregate cost include

the manhour and material costs for the three maintenance levels.

Organizational, Intermediate and Depot hours are accrued

throughout the system. They are each accumulated in their
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respective counters and costs are calculated monthly by

multiplying the total hours by the input manhour and material

hourly costs. The accumulation process for the next three

aggregate factors are roughly similar.

Support Equipment Costs - O-I-D Levels

The cost for support equipment sets is defined as the

total number of sets required at each level times their

individual procurement costs. The latter value is input to

the system as a parameter value. Total S.E. kit requirements

are determined in the deployment event where the system

procures organizational and intermediate sets for each base

and one depot set for the entire system. Therefore, the input

total number of bases drives the support equipment set buy.

Transportation Costs

The last aggregate cost is for the cost of transporting

the SRUs, LRUs and engines between base and depot. This cost

is directly accumulated throughout the system when a unit of

any type is transported. The cost for transporting each type

is provided as a value for an input parameter.

To this point the accrual of total costs and, in some

manner, how they tie back to the rest of the system has been

discussed. However, it should be of interest to the reader

how each of the specific events function. Therefore, we will

now analyze each event at the micro level and explain the

logic involved.
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Event Deployment

In this event, the intent is to bring those aircraft

into operational services which were scheduled for deployment

in the main portion of the program. The total number of planes

is increased as is the total number of engines. The total

number of planes is compared to the total required for the

current base and, if necessary, a new base is initialized

with support equipment kits.

Event Inspection

Within this event the inspection, fault isolation,

and repair scheduling functions are portrayed. We start with

the bookkeeping functions such as incrementing the total

number of inspections completed, the total number of flying

hours and charging the inspection manhours to the organizational

hour counter. A check is then made to determine if the

aircraft is overseas. If the randomly generated number is

less then the input variable overseas percentage (OVER.PER)

then the time for transport overseas (TO) is set to 10 as

opposed to 0 for the CONUS.

The next check is for an engine removal as a result

of the inspection. As stated before, the engine removal

probability is calculated as follows:

(s # of Engines 0 Inspection 10

hop Visit Rate) per A/C Frequency) 1000

If the random number drawn is smaller than the engine removal

probability, the engine is removed and action is transferred
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to the Check LRU subunit which will be discussed later.

Remove Engine

This is the decision point for cause of failure.

Using the Failure Mode Distribution input values and a ran-

domly generated number the failure type is determined. Action

is then transferred to either Major Damage, SRU Caused, or

LRU Caused after the engine removal count is increased by

one.

Major Damage

In this section we simulate the activities which

result after a catastrophic failure of an engine. First the

bookkeeping where major damage failures are incremented by

one, the input parameter Engine Overhaul Hours is added to

Depot manhours and the Organizational hours are incremented

by 10 for engine packing purposes. Additionally, the cost of

transporting the engine is summed to the total transportation

costs. An engine repair is then scheduled for completion in

a matter of days as defined by first the Engine Transport

Time input parameter x 2 + Overseas Transport Time, if

necessary, and Engine Depot Time which is input as a system

parameter value. A spare check is then performed and finally

the activity is transferred to Check LRU for LRU failure

checks.

LRU Caused

This simulates the maintenance activity if an engine

is removed and the failure is subsequently found to be due to
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LRU malfunction. An accounting is made of the type of removal

and 46 hours are added to intermediate hours for the removal

and replacement of the LRU(s). An engine repair is scheduled

for completion in 15 days and a spare check of engines is

performed. Once these are completed, action is transferred

to Check LRU.

SRU Caused

This indicates an engine removal was due to an SRU

failure. The type of failure is increased by one and an

engine repair is scheduled for completion ii ngine Base

Repair Time days, a value which is input in the first data

set. A spares check for engine is then accomplished. The

next step is to determine whether the SRU will be repaired

at depot or intermediate level. This is done by use of a

random number comparison to a value calculated as follows:

SI.TOT = Total of all SRU intermediate maintenance
actions

SD.TOT = Total of all SRU depot maintenance actions

SI.PER = The value against which the comparison is made

Where SI.PER = SI'T (sI.TOT + SD.TOT)

Thus the percentage of intermediate actions is the decision

factor. If the random number is less then the SI.PER value,

the repair is to be done at the intermediate level and action

is transferred to IREPAIR of SRU otherwise action is trans-

ferred to Depot Repair of SRU. Regardless of which subunit
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action is transferred, the logic is the same.

IRepair or Depot Repair

In both of these possibilities, the type of f, Lre

is incremented and transportation costs are assessed. A.

this point, each SRU is checked for failure by use of a

random number compared to each SRUs failure probability.

Manhours associated with each failure are accounted for and

a repair is scheduled. The repair time for each is dictated

by either the parameter value SRU Base Repair Time for inter-

mediate repair or the following equation for depot repair:

Transport SRU Trans- SRU SRU Trans-
Time + port Time + Depot + port Time
Overseas to Depot Time from Depot

Each of the above values are input as system parameters. In

either case, a spare check is accomplished and activity is

then transferred to Check LRU.

Check LRU

In this activity each LRU is checked for a failure.

This is done by comparison of a random number to the individ-

ual LRU failure probabilities. Each LRU failure probability

is determined by the following equation:

/Projected Total
LRU.PROB = Maintenance * Engines * Inspection) 1000

\Actions per A/C Frequencyj

If the random number is less than LRU.PROB, the LRU is

considered failed and the appropriate repair hours are

assigned. A depot repair for each LRU is scheduled in accord-

ance with the following formula:
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Overseas LRU Depot LRU Depot LRU Depot
Transport + Transport + Repair + Transport
Time Time Time Time

Each of these are values input into the system parameters.

The final step in :he inspection event is to schedule another

inspection.

Event Intermediate Repair and Event Depot Repair

In these events a random number is generated and

compared to an input condemnation factor. If the random

number is less than the condemnation factor the part is

condemned, accounted for and passess out of the system.

Otherwise it is repaired and is returned to the spares pool

by incrementing the appropriate level value by one.

Event Engine Repair

In this event the level (50) or engine spares pool is

incremented by one and the action is completed.

Event TCTO

In this type of maintenance action the type of engine

removal is accounted for and an engine repair is scheduled in

seven days. A spare check is then performed to assess the

spares pool level for engines. The last event to be considered

is the scheduling of TCTOs.

Event Schedule TCTO

In this activity all the TCTO compliances for a

particular TCTO are scheduled. Each engine that will not be

removed during the coming year will be scheduled for a com-

pliance point. This is done by forecasting the total engine
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removals for the next 12 months and requiring all engines,

save those to be removed to be complied with by separate

engine removals. The last step is to schedule the next

scheduling of a TCTO in [(365) * (Years between TCTOs)] days.

While some of the points made in this appendix may

seem redundant with Chapter 3, it is the intent of this

section to bring a more indepth look at the model logic for

the interested reader.
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APPENDIX F

USER'S MANUAL
LONG TERM WARRANTY
ANALYSIS VERSION

(WARR.3)
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Purpose: To evaluate warranty packages over the life cycle
of the engine system.

Alternate Uses: O&S Cost Studies
Project Base/Depot Workloads
Determine Parts Requirements
Sensitivity Analysis

Description: The WARR.3 model is a Monte Carlo type simula-
tion model. It is written in Simscript 11.5
and designed for usage on the Create computer
system.

Files: Input Data Files - TEST100
- TEST.DAT

Source Program - WARR.3

This manual is designed to be used with the User's

Manual for the SHORT.3 version. The intent of this version

is to compare the expected improvement resulting from a

warranty application to the expected results without those

assurances. The following procedures will assist in accom-

plishing the desired analysis.

Step 1 - As in the SHORT.3 procedure, create the

two data files using the same instructions with 2 exceptions.

a) Change the name of the "SHORT" file to
"TEST100".

b) Add the variables "SIM" and "ST" to the
end of the seventh line of data.

(i.e. MO.QUIT, SEED, SED, SIM, ST)

The added variables are used to initialize the simulation

number and stopping point. The normal setting for 10 simula-

tion runs is SIM = 1 and ST = 11. However, up to 30 total

runs can be made by adjusting the SIM and ST levels up.

However, due to time constraints on the Create system making
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more than 10 runs at one time is not recommended.

Step 2 - With the data files constructed it is

possible to run the simulation. The simulation should be

made first with the warranty option including the expected

improvements and warranty costs. The data sets can then be

reset to show the non-warranty conditions and the simulation

is performed again.

Due to the size of these two projects they will

require overnight running. In the morning results can be

collected at the central site. Since there is no automation

of data handling beyond this point, the yearly accumulated

totals for all 10 runs of each option should be averaged and

the average lines plotted. This plot of accumulated cost

versus time will provide the breakeven point. Further testing

can be done using an SPSS F test to determine when the two

lines are no longer significantly different. However, this

technology has not been built in and is left to the analyst.
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APPENDIX G

USER'S MANUAL
SHORT TERM WARRANTY

ANALYSIS VERSION
(SHORT.3)
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Purpose: To evaluate warranty packages effective for short
periods of time.

Alternate Usage: Operation and Support Cost Studies
Project Base/Depot Workloils
Determine Parts Requirements
Sensitivity Analysis

Description: The SHORT.3 model is a Monte Carlo type simula-
tion model. It is written in Simscript 11.5
and designed for usage on the Create computer
system.

Files: Input Data Files - SHORT
- TEST.DAT

Source Program - SHORT.3

This manual is intended to illustrate the commands

necessary to perform the compute. operations to execute the

SHORT.3 simulation program. Words underlined indicate a

response by the operator and CR indicates a carriage return.

To Start

Log on the Create Computer System

STATION ID - XY CR (Terminal Identifier)

USER ID - 82X111 CR

PASSWORD - LL11 CR

PROBLEM NO. - WPOOOO CR

SYSTEM?

The user is now ready to build the 2 data files neces-

sary for input to the SHORT.3 model. The first data file will

contain engine parameters, cost data, pipeline assumptions,

delivery schedule and basing concept. The second data file

will contain SRU and LRU reliability and maintainability data.

The following data file examples will assist the user in
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constructing his or her own. The entries indicate the input

variable.

Building SHORT Data File

SYSTEM? Editor CR

OLD OR NEW? New CR
ENTER
*75#DATE(l) DATEC2) CR
*76#PRGM ECNT SVR ENG.COST RFAC OVER.PER WARR CR
*77#SE.COST(l) SE.COST(2) SE.COST(3) WARR.COST CR
*78#FHP INFREQ IMAN ORATE IRATE DR-ATE EOH.HRS CR
*794TE TL TS EDTIME EBTIME SDTIME SBTIME LDTIME CR
* 80#ETCOsT STCOST LTCOST INFLAT DISC CR
*B8f*YR START YR.REPORT YR.TCTO MO.QUIT SEED SED CR
*82#EFAIL(l) EFAIL(2) EFAIL(3) CR
*83#P-vX CR
*84#PQT1) PQ(2) ... PQ(MAX) CR
*85*NO.OF.BASES CR
*86#BASEQTYT1l) ... BASEQTYCNO.OF.BASES) CR
*87#C1P.F CR

CR
- SAVE SHORT CR

DATA FILE SHORT SAVED
- DONE CR

SYSTEM? Editor CR
OLD or NEW? New CR
ENTER
*300#SCNT CR
*310#N4E-(l) NAME(2) SIRATE SRU.HRS(l,l) SRU.HRS(2,l)

SPRATE SRU.HRS(3,1) SRU.HRS(4,1) SCOST(l) CON.FAC(l)
CR

*320* . CR ALL SRU DATA IDENTICAL

*450#LCNT CR
*460*NA 4(1) NAME(2) LRATE LRU.HRS(l,l) LRU.HRS(2,l)

LRU.HRS(3,1) LCOST(l) CON.FAC (1+SCNT) CR
*470* ... CR ALL LRU DATA IDENTICAL

*550# CR
- SAVE TEST.DAT CR

DATA FILE TEST.DAT SAVED
- DONE CR

SYSTEM?

At this point, the user is ready to run the SHORT.3

simulation model. To do this follow the procedure below.
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SYSTEM? CARD CR
OLD or NEW? OLD SHORT.3 CR
*READY
*RUN CR
*SNUMB E002T

E002T is the system identifier for the run. This

allows the user to check the status of the run. Status

checks are accomplished as follows:

*JSTS E002T CR

*EO02T EXECUTING

25 minutes to 1 hour later

*JSTS E002T CR
*EO02T OUTPUT WAITING ID=XY
Normal Termination

Output can now be obtained as follows:

*LINE LENGTH 132 CR
*JOUT E002T CR

FUNCTI N?-Activity 2 CR
FUNCTION? EPRINT 06 CR

Model Output

*END OF 06

FUNCTION?

Before exiting the JOUT system, the user should

release the job by the following actions.

FUNCTION? Release CR
SYSTEM? Bye CR
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APPENDIX H

SPSS ANALYSIS PROGRAMS
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The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)

is a canned set of analytic processes used for routine data

analysis.

This appendix contains all SPSS programs used in the

analysis of data in this research effort. The programs shown

here are written for use on the AFIT Harris system.
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1 6SPSStSPSSa
2 RUN NAME ONEWAY ANOVA FOR VALIDATION
3 PRINT BACK CONTROL
4 VARIABLE LIST GROUF'S,OUTFUT
5 INPUT FORMAT FREEFIELj)
6 N OF CASES UNKNOWN
7 ONEUA OUTPUT BY GROUI'Si1,2)
8 STATISTICS ALL

READ INPUT DATA

1 8SPSS*SPSSB
2 RUN NAME LILLIEFORS TEST FOR NOROALITY
3 PRINT BACK CONTROL
4 VARIABLE LIST OUTPUT
5 INPUT FORMAT FREEFIELD
6 N OF CASES UNKNOWN
7 NPAR TESTS K-501ORMAL)=OUTPUT
8 STATISTICS ALL
9 READ INPUT DATA
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1 8SPSS*SPSS8
2 RUN NAME TWO WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
3 PRINT BACK CONTROL
4 VARIABLE LIST EN6,SVR.COST
5 INPUT FORMAT FREEFIELD
6 N OF CASES UNKNOWN
7 ANOVA COST BY ENG(1,3) SVR(1,3)
8 STATISTICS ALL
9 READ INPUT DATA

1 8SPSS:*SPSS8
2 RUN NAME ONEUAY ANOVA FOR ENGINE COST
3 PRINT BACK CONTROL
4 VARIABLE LIST ENG,SVR.COST
5 INPUT FORMAT FREEFIELD
6 N OF CASES UNKNOUN
7 *SELECT IF (SVR ED 2)
8 ONEUAY COST BY ENG(1,3)

9 RANGES = DUNCAN(.10)
10 STATISTICS ALL
11 READ INPUT DATA

1 8SPSS*SPSS8
2 RUN NAME ONE WAY ANOVA FOR SHOP VISIT RATE
3 PRINT BACK CONTROL
4 VARIABLE LIST ENG,SVR,COST
5 INPUT FORMAT FREEFIELP
6 N OF CASES UNKNOUN
7 SELECT IF (ENG EQ 2)
8 ONEUAY COST BY SVR(I,3)
9 RANGES DUNCAN(.10)
10 STATISTICS ALL
11 READ INPUT DATA '
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APPENDIX I

BMDP ANALYSIS PROGRAM
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The Biomedical Data Package is a canned set of

analytic processes used for biomedically oriented data

analysis.

This appendix contains the BMDP program used to

generate the normality plots presented in the text. The

program shown was altered only slightly by changing the year

input and the data sets in order to plot the four sets of

data. This program is designed for use on the ASD CYBER

System with interface through the AFIT Harris System.
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JOB GHT SYST BCDDMP PRI=15 OUT=0

*RJE 100 GHT *

GHT,CM100000. T790704,HELLESTO

ATTACH,BMDP5D, ID=BMDP,SN=ASDAD.

BMDP5D.

/*EOR

/PROBLEM TITLE IS '2004'.

/INPUT VARIABLE IS 1.

FORMAT IS '(F6.2)'.

/VARIABLE NAMES IS COST.

/PLOT TYPES ARE NORM.

/END
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